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Abstract
Cognitive radio (CR) has drawn extensive attention as a promising technique to
enable dynamic spectrum allocation in wireless networks in order to increase
spectrum utilization. Since coordination and communication over wireless medium
is mainly performed at medium access control (MAC) layer, design of a smart
MAC is vital for successful deployment of distributed CR network (DCRN). In
this thesis, we first investigate research challenges specific to DCRN MAC design
and present an overview of current state-of-the-art DCRN MAC protocols. We
then propose a MAC protocol called OMC-MAC to address major research issues
in DCRN. The distributed architecture and uncertainty in resource availability
make QoS provisioning a challenging problem in such networks. Therefore, we
incorporate a QoS support module in OMC-MAC in order to provide QoS guarantee to delay sensitive applications. We also investigate adaptive admission control
mechanism to limit QoS users in DCRN.
Next, we propose resource allocation schemes based on cross-layer interaction
between MAC and network layers to minimize network wide resource wastage
in multi-hop DCRN. In multi-hop DCRN, loss of a packet after traveling some
hops results in wasting all resources allocated to it in previous hops. We propose schemes to allocate transmit power favoring packets which have traveled
more hops before reaching resource allocating node. Similar resource allocation
schemes are also investigated for multi-hop distributed orthogonal frequency division multiple access network.
Finally, we explore research challenges and potential solution approaches in

ii

achieving virtualized future generation cellular networks. Network virtualization
(NV) has been envisioned as a promising approach to reshape future generation
wireless networks by enabling coexistence of several heterogeneous virtual networks to efficiently share the same physical resources and infrastructure. Successful implementation of NV in cellular systems largely depends on virtualization of
their radio access part. Therefore, we investigate research issues in virtualizing radio access of cellular systems. We also discuss the potential of MAC mechanism
and resource management developed in this thesis in enabling NV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Radio spectrum is one of the scarcest and valuable resources in wireless communications. Real time measurements have shown that, with traditional static
spectrum allocation techniques, significant part of licensed spectrum remains unoccupied most of the time [1]. This massive underutilization of spectrum, in the
face of scarcity of spectrum for new applications, is driving the shift of spectrum
allocation paradigm from static to dynamic. A promising implementation of this
paradigm is called cognitive radio (CR), which can sense the swaths of spectrum
and then dynamically tune its transceiver to the identified spare channels [2]–[5].
With CR technology, spectrum utilization can be increased significantly by allowing a group of unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically access
frequency bands originally licensed to some primary users (PUs). Therefore, CR
networks are expected to be one of the prominent future generation wireless network paradigms.
Opportunistic use of spectrum requires SUs sensing the spectrum before transmitting data. Spectrum sensing (also called channel sensing) techniques are used
to decide whether spectrum is being used by PUs or not at a given time. The parts
of spectrum not being used by PUs are available to SUs and are called white/spec1

Available to SUs for Opportunistic Use

Time

Occupied by PU(s)

Frequency
Figure 1.1: A typical scenario of FDM-TDM PU network showing spectrum
holes available to SUs for opportunistic use.
trum holes (or available channels). Figure 1.1 depicts a typical scenario of spectrum holes in a network with frequency division multiplexing (FDM) and time division multiplexing (TDM) implementation. Several spectrum sensing techniques
have been explored in the literature [4][6]–[9]. Spectrum sensing techniques are
usually Physical layer mechanisms. However, spectrum sensing can include MAC
layer and Network layer coordination to increase the reliability of sensing result
[10][11]. A database of incumbents can also be used to determine the white space
(i.e., spectrum availability) at a particular location [12]–[15]. In this thesis, we
assume that there is a reliable sensing mechanism to find out whether a portion of
spectrum (or channel) is available to SUs.
Since the control and coordination of communication over wireless channels
happen mainly at the medium access control (MAC) layer, designing a smart and
efficient MAC protocol remains a key requirement for successful deployment of
any CR network. It is expected that distributed CR network (DCRN) can be a
2

more practical future generation CR network due to its easier and faster deployment and low cost of implementation. Since DCRN also offers more challenging
research issues due to lack of central control unit in such network, in this thesis we
focus on the same network. The MAC protocol and resource allocation approach
should be able to smartly adapt to the unique features of DCRNs and maintain robust performance in the presence of a highly dynamic environment. Research has
shown that MAC solutions designed for traditional distributed wireless systems
cannot meet the requirements for DCRNs efficiently [16]. New innovative design of adaptive MAC solutions, therefore, remains of critical importance. Radio
spectrum are opportunistically available to SUs which can be relinquished by PUs
anytime. Such resource uncertainty makes quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning
to SUs an important research issue. Furthermore, efficient resource sharing is crucial to enhance the utilization of resources in CR networks as resources are scarcer
and available only opportunistically to SUs.
Recently, network virtualization has been envisioned as a promising approach
to reshape the future generation wireless networks by enabling coexistence of
several heterogeneous virtual networks to efficiently share the same physical resources and infrastructure. It is a novel approach which enhances resource/infrastructure utilization, increases network manageability, and can enable green
communication by promoting carbon emission reduction. However, successful
implementation of network virtualization in cellular system largely depends on
the virtualization of its radio access part. Virtualization of server, node and wired
link has been well explored in the literature. Virtualization of radio access is a
relatively new research area and significant further research is needed to achieve
virtualized radio access in cellular system.
In this thesis, we focus on exploring research challenges involved in the MAC
protocol design, QoS provisioning for SUs and minimization of network-wide resource wastage in DCRN. In such network, SUs are supposed to co-exist with PUs
and hence interference to PUs should be minimized by using only those spectrum
portions which are not being used by PUs at any particular time. We provide

3

solutions to some of the major research problems in DCRN MAC design identified in this thesis. In later part of this thesis, we explore and identify research
potentials, challenges and solution approaches in virtualizing radio access part of
cellular networks to achieve fully virtualized future generation cellular networks.
Furthermore, we analyze the potential of cognitive radio technique in co-existence
of non-cooperative virtual networks in context of network virtualization of future
cellular network.

1.2

Background

In general, CR networks can be formed with two different architectures: centralized and distributed as depicted in Figure 1.2. Usually, centralized architecture
is infrastructure-based, while distributed one is an ad-hoc implementation. An
infrastructure-based CR network such as IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area network (WRAN) [17] consists of a central unit called an SU base station (BS),
which gathers information about the radio environment and manages communication among the SUs within its coverage area. Due to presence of BS, spectrum sensing, spectrum management and coordination among SUs become easier.
However, implementation of such a system requires extensive planning and huge
investment. Given that spectrum is available only opportunistically, wireless communication operators may not be eager to invest in installing such a network. A
distributed CR network i.e., DCRN, on the other hand, usually forms a peer-topeer network among SUs with no central unit to gather information about the radio
environment.
With respect to network architecture, DCRN is very similar to conventional
distributed networks. However, nodes of a DCRN have additional features such
as capability of sensing channels, and negotiating a common available channel
with intended receiver (Rx) whenever needed. Some of the main characteristics
of DCRN can be summarized as follows:
• The channels available to SUs are function of time as well as of geographical location of SU nodes. At a given location, a channel available at a
4

PU, BS
PU, BS

SU
SU

SU

SU

SU
SU

SU, BS
SU

SU

SU

SU
Infrastructure-based CR Network

PU, BS

Distributed CR Network

Figure 1.2: Various network architectures of cognitive radio network (SU =
secondary user, PU = primary user, BS = base station).
particular time may not be available after a while, because of PU activity.
Similarly, at a given time, a channel available at a certain location may not
be available at another location, depending on the behavior of the PUs at
those locations, as shown in Figure 1.3.
• The available channels (i.e., spectrum not being used by PUs) are generally
discontinuous and may lie anywhere in the entire spectrum. Therefore, SU
nodes are usually capable of switching over a wide range of frequency. SUs’
access to the PU spectrum is opportunistic only. Therefore, the SUs must
have the capability to cope with the scenarios that involve relinquishing
transmission over the channels reoccupied by any PU.
• There is no central unit to coordinate channel sensing, channel access and
synchronization among SUs in a DCRN. Furthermore, a DCRN is a multichannel network, with two basic differences from the existing distributed
multi-channel wireless networks. The number of available channels varies
5

Ch1 Occupied
by PU System
PU, BS

Ch2, Ch3
Ch1, Ch2, Ch3
Ch1,
Ch3

Ch2 Occupied
by PU System
PU, BS
Figure 1.3: A typical scenario of heterogeneous radio resource availability
in distributed CR network at a particular time instant. (Chx: represents
a channel X which can be a combination of frequency band (or code)
and/or time slot based on PU system implementation)
with time and the sets of available channels are different at different nodes
in a DCRN.
Since DCRN is easy to deploy, has a self-organizing capability, has a lower
cost of implementation, and has low complexity, it seems to be more practical
future CR network. Therefore, in this thesis, we are mainly focussed on DCRN
which does not have any central control entity such as BS. Lack of central coordinating unit combined with dynamic radio environment bring several research
challenges in DCRN. More concisely, resource sharing and medium access con6

trol become prime factors for successful operation of such network. Our focus in
this thesis is at MAC layer protocol design and resource management.
Dynamic spectrum environment may also bring research challenges at network layer routing in the multi-hop DCRNs (MHDCRNs). Various routing approaches have been explored in the literature [18]–[20] for MHDCRNs. In this
thesis, while dealing with MHDCRNs, we assume that a routing protocol is in
operation to decide about the next hop node for a packet being processed at any
node. Routing protocol is a network layer mechanism to find the route for a packet
from a source node to a destination node through various intermediate nodes in a
multi-hop network. Each node usually maintains a table of next hops for various
destinations. The routing table can be established in advance (e.g. in proactive
routing protocols) or alternatively a route to any destination can be found on demand by route discovery methods (e.g. in reactive routing protocols) [21]–[24].
Therefore, next hop is known to a node for any packet. The next hop can be
considered as intended receiver for the packet processing node when considering
MAC layer mechanism. The research conducted so far indicates that it may be difficult to propose a general routing solution for multi-hop cognitive environment as
the cognitive environment differs from network to network depending on the PUs
activities [25]. For example, if the PU channels, once available, remain available
for very long duration (e.g., for several communication durations), the MHDCRNs
are then very similar to multichannel multi-hop mesh networks regarding routing
problems. Routing solutions proposed for multi-hop mesh networks are applicable to such static MHDCRNs. However, if the spectrum availability is more
dynamic, CR-specific routing approaches should be used to keep the performance
acceptable. In some cases, the PU channel availability are so dynamic that they are
on average available for a shorter duration than communication duration. Since
the path can not be considered to be stable for a flow duration, such networks
may require per packet routing solutions. Opportunistic packet forwarding based
on instantaneous channel information may be preferable to replace the end-to-end
routing approaches in a highly dynamic environment. The detail discussion on
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routing in MHDCRNs is out of scope of this thesis.
The literature review showing the state-of-the-art research development in
the field of MAC design, QoS provisioning, resource allocation to minimize the
network-wide resource wastage for CR networks and network virtualization of
future generation cellular systems are presented in relevant chapters.

1.3

Motivation and Objectives of the Thesis

A DCRN is a multi-channel network, with two basic differences from the existing
distributed multi-channel wireless networks: (i) The number of available channels
varies with time in a DCRN. However, it is assumed to be fixed in existing wireless networks. (ii) The set of available channels is different for different nodes in a
DCRN. In contrast, in traditional distributed wireless networks, all nodes belonging to a single network are assumed to have the same set of channels available
to them. Due to these two differences, protocol stacks developed for traditional
multi-channel wireless networks may not work efficiently for DCRN. Specifically,
MAC mechanism which defines medium access approaches must be developed
customized to DCRN challenges.
The broad objective of this thesis is to design an efficient MAC protocol and
develop resource sharing mechanism which address the distributed CR network
environment in order to provide a smart coordination and cooperation among CR
nodes1 over the air interface. The other objective of this thesis is to explore the
challenges in virtualizing the radio access part of cellular systems and investigate
potential solution approaches to achieve network virtualization in future generation cellular systems. The specific objectives of this thesis can be described as
follows:
1 Throughout

the thesis, we use the terms CR nodes, SU and SU nodes invariably.
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1.3.1

MAC Design for DCRN

Although several recent MAC proposals have been reported in the literature, there
still remain a number of major issues that have not been addressed very effectively.
For example, minimal interference to PUs, efficient spectrum utilization, good
coordination among SUs and resolution of multichannel hidden terminal problem [26] while keeping the node complexity lower are major challenges which
a MAC design should address efficiently in DCRN. These issues demand further
research in the same field. In this thesis, therefore, we explore the state-of-the-art
MAC design for DCRN in literature with the aim of proposing an efficient MAC
protocol for the same network. Our focuss is to first identify the critical design issues and open research challenges in designing DCRN MACs. Then, we propose
a DCRN MAC protocol called OMC-MAC to address the major open research
challenges identified in this thesis.

1.3.2

QoS Provisioning for SUs in DCRN

Most of the DCRN MAC proposals in literature have not considered QoS provisioning issue. The radio resource available for SUs is opportunistic and entirely
depends on PU activity. Since exact behavior of PUs is difficult to predict, radio
resource environment is highly dynamic in DCRN. As a result, QoS is a challenging problem. In this thesis, we incorporate a QoS mechanism in the proposed
OMC-MAC to provide a QoS guarantee to prioritized SUs. The prioritized SUs
can be defined as SUs with stringent QoS requirements such as SUs with delay
sensitive applications. The proposed mechanism ensures higher channel access
opportunities for prioritized SUs in order to decrease end-to-end packet transmission delay.
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1.3.3

Network-wide Resource Wastage Minimization in
Multi-hop DCRNs and OFDMA Networks

Several resource allocation schemes for CR networks have been proposed in literature to achieve various objectives such as sum rate maximization, interference
to PUs minimization and mitigating the effect of sensing error [27]–[33]. Most
of these schemes optimize the resource allocation considering single hop network
performance parameters. These schemes may not be well suited to optimize the
performance of multi-hop distributed CR networks (MHDCRNs). The fact that
resources are allocated at each hop to a packet which travels multiple hops before
reaching the final destination in MHDCRNs is crucial in evaluating the overall
utilization of resources in these networks. Loss of a packet with higher hop-count
results in wastage of all resources it has used in previous hops. Therefore, during
resource allocation at a particular node, all packets should not be treated equally.
Number of hops a packet has already completed and the total resources already
invested on it in previous hops must be taken into account to optimize the resource allocation in the network. In this thesis, we propose novel cross-layer
power allocation schemes for MHDCRNs which favor packets that have already
traveled higher number of hops. We also investigate the similar resource allocation
schemes for multi-hop orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
networks.

1.3.4

Virtualization of Radio Access in Future Generation
Cellular Networks

Network virtualization (NV) is a novel approach enabling existence of multiple
virtual networks (VNs), which may have different network interfaces or architectures, on a common physical infrastructure and resources [34]–[36]. NV allows multiple operators (or several networks with different interfaces belonging
to the same operator) to share same physical resources in a more flexible and dynamic manner, utilizing the resources efficiently. However, it needs the physical
resources/infrastructure to be virtualized into a number of virtual resources which
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are then offered to different VNs. Although significant amount of work can be
found on virtualization of servers, nodes and wire line links in the literature [37]
–[39], only a few works have been reported on the virtualization of radio access
part of wireless networks. Virtualization of radio access part is crucial for successful implementation of NV concept. We investigate selected research challenges,
implementation issues and potential solution approaches for the practical deployment of NV concept in cellular systems. The solution approaches discussed in
this thesis may serve as a basis to accelerate research work in the same area.

1.4

Selected Assumptions of the Thesis

In Chapters 2 and 3, we have considered MAC design for distributed CR networks, where SU nodes sense PU channels/spectrum during sensing phase. Spectrum sensing techniques are usually Physical layer mechanisms. A database of
incumbents can also be used to increase the reliability of spectrum sensing or to
determine the white space (i.e., spectrum availability) at a particular location. In
this thesis, we assume that there is a reliable Physical layer sensing mechanism to
find out whether a portion of spectrum (or a channel) is available to SUs.
Sensing error during spectrum sensing usually consists of two kinds of errors:
miss detection and false alarm. Miss detection is making a decision that spectrum
is available for SUs, although PUs are present on the spectrum. Miss detection,
therefore, can cause collision between a SU and a PU. False alarm, on the other
hand, is the situation when we make a decision that PUs are present on a spectrum band, although the spectrum is not occupied by PUs. In case of false alarm,
SU system looses transmission opportunity. Since collision of SUs with PUs is
affected only by miss detection, in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, we have considered the case of only miss detection as sensing error while analyzing the collision
probability of SUs with PUs.
In Chapter 4, we have considered a multi-hop ad hoc CR network with distributed architecture while proposing resource allocation schemes. The routing
protocol at network layer selects the end-to-end route between source and des11

tination for any data packet. We have assumed that there is a routing protocol
in operation, which decides end-to-end route for packets between a source and a
destination. There is a defined multi-hop route from source to destination for each
data packet in the network based on the routing protocol implemented in the network. The link layer resource allocator at a node, therefore, knows the next hop
for each packet. We have not assumed any specific routing protocol. The performance of the proposed scheme is independent of implemented routing protocols.
To compare the performance of proposed resource allocation scheme with that
of classical scheme, the channel coefficients between the nodes of a multi-hop
DCRN are modeled as zero-mean Rayleigh distributed complex random variables
in Chapter 4. Usually, there is no line of sight signal path between nodes in most
of the modern wireless communication networks. Therefore, the assumption of
Rayleigh faded channel coefficients between the nodes should not be unreasonable
for numerical analysis. Since the results presented in this chapter are comparative
results obtained for the classical and the proposed schemes with similar channel
conditions, the assumption on channel coefficient should not affect the nature of
final conclusions drawn from the comparative results.

1.5

Outline of the Thesis

Rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we present a MAC protocol design for DCRN. To clarify relevant research challenges and issues in design of MAC protocol, we first
provide a detailed study of critical design issues and an overview of current state-of-the-art MAC protocols proposed for DCRN. A classification
of existing proposals is provided, and their salient features, advantages and
limitations are discussed. We then propose a novel MAC protocol called
OMC-MAC that addresses major research issues better than existing solutions. The results achieved from the analytical model and validated by
simulation, show that our simple yet efficient MAC design achieves excellent spectrum utilization, shows robustness in presence of sensing error and
12

handles multichannel hidden terminal problem very effectively.
• In Chapter 3, we propose an enhancement to OMC-MAC in order to further
improve the network throughput. We compare the performance of OMCMAC with those of two existing DCRN MAC protocols. The comparison
results show that OMC-MAC outperforms these existing MAC protocols
by providing higher throughput and lower collision probability with PUs
in case of sensing error. We also introduce a QoS module in our MAC design to address QoS requirements of delay sensitive applications by defining
higher priority to such applications during channel reservation. The proposed QoS provisioning module efficiently reduces average delay of delay
sensitive applications. It also analyzes admission control criteria to guarantee a predefined QoS requirement for such applications in terms of maximum acceptable delay.
• In Chapter 4, we present a cross-layer resource allocation scheme for multihop DCRN in order to minimize the network-wide resource wastage and
hence to improve resource utilization in the network. The proposed scheme
identifies and utilizes the fact that loss of a packet after traveling some hops
in a multi-hop network results in waste of all the resources allocated to it
in previous hops. Traditional resource allocation schemes ignore this fact
and hence may not be efficient in optimizing the overall resource utilization.
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is capable of minimizing
wastage of network resources used by packets in their previous hops without
any degradation in throughput and outage performance.
• In Chapter 5, we discuss the selected research challenges and implementation issues for the practical deployment of network virtualization concept
in wireless communication systems particularly in cellular networks. Virtualization of radio access part of cellular network is crucial to implement a
virtualized cellular network in the future. Since there has not been significant work on virtualization of radio access, we focus on it in this chapter.
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We also present solution approaches to the identified issues and challenges.
Moreover, we discuss the potential of cognitive radio technique in respect
to enabling network virtualization.
• In Chapter 6, we conclude the thesis by summarizing our contributions and
presenting concluding remarks. Future research directions are also presented.
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Chapter 2
Design of Medium Access Control
Protocol for Distributed CR
Network1
Radio spectrum is a limited resource that is not growing with the increased demand from continuously expanding reach of wireless communications. In the face
of this rapidly increasing demand, it is becoming increasingly important to make
the best possible usage of this valuable resource. Unfortunately, traditional static
spectrum allocation techniques use the spectrum very inefficiently as significant
part of licensed spectrum remains unoccupied most of the time [1]. Underutilization of spectrum and scarcity of spectrum for new applications, drive the shift
of spectrum allocation paradigm from static to dynamic, resulting in the development of cognitive radio (CR) technology [2][4]. This promising technology
allows a group of unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically access
1 The

papers based on the research work presented in this chapter have been published as: Jha,
S.C., M.M. Rashid, V.K. Bhargava, and C. Despins, “OMC-MAC: An Opportunistic Multichannel
MAC for Cognitive Radio Networks,” in Proceedings of the IEEE VTC 2009, Anchorage, Alaska,
pp. 1-5, Sept. 2009 and Jha, S.C., M.M. Rashid, V.K. Bhargava, and C. Despins, “Medium access
control in distributed cognitive radio networks,” IEEE Wireless Commun. Mag., vol. 18, no. 4, pp.
41-51, Aug. 2011.
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frequency bands originally licensed to some primary users (PUs). Therefore, a
CR network encompasses a number of SUs that use sophisticated spectrum sensing and access techniques to utilize spare bandwidth from PU networks within
transmission range.
Since the control and coordination of communication over wireless channels
happen at the medium access control (MAC) layer, designing a smart and efficient
MAC protocol remains a key requirement for successful deployment of any CR
network. Compared to its infrastructure-based counterpart, a distributed CR network can be a more practical choice because of its easier and faster deployment,
lower system complexity and lower cost of implementation. Therefore, in this
thesis, we focus on distributed CR networks (DCRNs), which also offers more
challenging research issues due to lack of a central control unit. A MAC protocol for a distributed CR network should be able to smartly adapt to the unique
features of such networks and maintain robust performance in the presence of a
highly dynamic system environment. MAC design for CR networks is an exciting
new research area, and a number of MAC protocols have been proposed in the
literature. We briefly review the state-of-the-art in MAC proposals for DCRNs
shortly. Although several recent MAC proposals have been reported in the literature, there still remain a number of major issues that have not been addressed very
effectively such as minimal interference to PUs, efficient spectrum utilization, and
resolution of multichannel hidden terminal problem [26] while keeping the node
complexity lower. Therefore, it is interesting to explore the MAC design for distributed CR networks in order to devise an efficient MAC which addresses major
research challenges of the same networks.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.1 presents major research challenges for MAC design in DCRNs. State-of-the-art MAC protocol proposals for DCRNs in literature are investigated in Section 2.2. We classify selected
MAC proposals from the literature based on the major design approaches. We also
overview the merits and demerits of these approaches in addressing key design issues. Pros and Cons of these existing MAC proposals have been evaluated based
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on their capabilities to address the research issues identified in Section 2.1. Next,
in Section 2.3, we introduce a novel MAC design, referred to as Opportunistic
Multi-Channel MAC (OMC-MAC), to better address a number of design issues
identified in this thesis. We also analyze the performance of OMC-MAC by deriving expressions for important performance measures in Section 2.4. Section 2.5
presents selected numerical and simulation results which show that OMC-MAC
is very efficient in providing higher throughput and lower collision probability
with PUs due to sensing error at SU nodes. Finally, we conclude the chapter by
discussing distinguished features and advantages of the proposed MAC in Section
2.6.

2.1

Study of Issues and Research Challenges for
MAC Design in DCRNs

A MAC protocol design for a DCRN must address some unique challenges that
accompany the highly dynamic nature of resource availability in DCRNs. In the
following, we summarize the main critical design issues and research challenges
for the design of a DCRN MAC [40].
• Resource Availability. The MAC must be able to maintain its robustness
and efficiency in the presence of uncertainty about the amount of radio resource that might be available to the CR network over time. The amount
of radio resource available in a CR network depends on the activity of PUs.
Because SUs cannot predict communications among PUs, MAC has to allocate resources based on the current available information about PU activities. Although channel sensing can help to mitigate the resource uncertainty,
it cannot entirely solve the problem because sensing only gives current snapshot of PU activity– not exact prediction of future activity. Moreover, ideal
spectrum sensing is not possible in practice and therefore, some amount
of sensing error is bound to occur. Any amount of sensing error will add
uncertainty to the already dynamic nature of resource availability.
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Figure 2.1: Basic functionalities of DCRN MAC.
• Interference to PU and Sensing Error. Although SUs opportunistically access only spare bandwidth from PU network, they are likely to cause some
level of interference to the data transmission among PUs. The interference
occurs mainly due to sensing error that any practical CR network has to endure. If MAC is not designed to effectively counter effect of sensing error,
transmissions among SUs can collide with communications among PUs and
cause significant performance degradation in the PU network. Due to hardware limitations in a practical CR node, sensing error cannot be completely
avoided and therefore, the goal of the MAC design should be to minimize
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the level of interference as much as possible. Only a few MAC proposals
(such as [41] and [42]) have considered effect of the sensing error in their
proposals. Since sensing error cannot be completely eliminated, how to
minimize interference to PUs in presence of sensing error remains an open
research problem.
• Channel Sensing Period. Sensing PU channels is necessary but it comes
with the price of increased overhead. Due to hardware constraints of the SU
nodes, it takes certain time to scan each PU channel, and therefore, scanning
all of these channels might not be possible in practice. Besides, scanning
different sets of PU channels could yield different amount of resource gains.
The distributed architecture makes the issue even more complicated because
there is no central authority to coordinate the channel sensing by different
SUs in the network. The length and frequency of sensing phase of the MAC,
therefore, need to be designed carefully so that the resource utilization could
be improved with a tradeoff between any particular sensing strategy and its
incurred overhead.
• Channel Negotiation. Since a transmitter (Tx) and its intended receiver (Rx)
may see different sets of channels available to them and there is no central
authority in a distributed CR network, it becomes necessary for the SUs to
undergo a channel negotiation mechanism among themselves to select common available channels before transmission [43]. Therefore, a MAC design
must incorporate an efficient negotiation mechanism for the proper coordination among the SUs. If not designed properly, the negotiation mechanism
could consume significant amount of resources itself due to messaging and
time overhead. How to design a channel negotiation mechanism in the MAC
protocol so that resources available for data transmission are minimally affected, remains a critical issue for DCRNs.
• Time Synchronization. Due to the lack of central authority, some type of
time synchronization among SUs (particularly between Tx and Rx before
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data transmission begins) is critical for a DCRN MAC to function properly.
Time synchronization is required for channel negotiation, network establishment, and coordination among SUs. Besides, time synchronization is
critical to ensure a global quiet period during sensing phase of a neighboring SU. Achieving a network-wide time synchronization in practice without a central unit is a difficult research problem itself and the presence of
heterogeneous spectrum availability in a CR network makes it even more
challenging.
• QoS Provisioning. QoS provisioning in a wireless network is not possible
without necessary support from the MAC protocol, which is responsible for
coordinating access over the available radio resources. Such support usually
comes in the form of necessary signaling, resource scheduling and admission control mechanisms in the MAC layer. In addition to the distributed architecture, time varying uncertainty of spectrum availability makes it challenging to provide scheduling or admission control support for QoS provisioning in a DCRN. The signaling schemes for QoS support also have to be
designed carefully. These signaling schemes must be robust against uncertainty in message exchange due to time varying availability of resource to
communicate the QoS-relevant messages. Although, meeting QoS requirement of individual connections/applications in DCRNs is discussed in a few
works (e.g., [44] and [45]), it remains an open research issue for DCRNs.
• Multi-Channel Hidden Terminal Problem (MHTP). A data channel selected
for transmission by a Tx-Rx pair may not be known to the neighbors, therefore, there is always a possibility that one or more neighbors can select
the same data channel for transmission, resulting in collision. This phenomenon in multi-channel distributed networks is termed as MHTP. For example, suppose nodes A and B choose a channel Ch1 and start transmitting
data on it. Let us also assume that nodes C and D, which are neighbor of
A and B, choose a channel Ch2 while A and B are communicating on Ch1.
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Therefore, A and B do not know about the reservation made by nodes C and
D. After completing the current transmission, A and B can choose channel
Ch2 for next transmission, although Ch2 is already in use by their neighbor.
This results in a collision, and is called the MHTP.
If not handled properly, MHTP can drastically degrade the system performance in a DCRN. Since a node is hidden to all transmissions going on
the channels to which it is not currently tuned, MHTP arises frequently in
multi-channel networks. In DCRNs, an SU may not be aware of the channel negotiation or reservation by neighbors if it is not tuned to the same
channel. As a result, the SU may reserve the same channel for transmission
and cause collision. This problem needs to be tackled at the MAC layer by
proper synchronization and signaling mechanism. It can be addressed better
in a multi-transceiver MAC as shown in a few DCRN MACs (e.g., [44] and
[46]). However, the presence of multiple transceivers at each node makes
the SU node more complex and expensive. The SU nodes in DCRNs are
end users, so complexity of SU nodes and hence their cost must be kept as
low as possible. The single-transceiver cognitive MAC seems to be more
practical solution to keep the node complexity lower. However, the current
single-transceiver MAC solutions either do not address the issue at all or
handle the issue very inefficiently due to high control overhead.
• Network Coordination and Reconfiguration. Heterogeneous spectrum availability in a DCRN is a major challenge for maintaining a good coordination
among SUs as well as during network initialization and reconfiguration.
There is no known common medium among neighbors for the initial message exchange to start any communication. In the traditional multi-channel
wireless networks, if a channel is available to a node, the node can assume
that the same channel must be available to its neighbors and hence can start
initial message exchange for negotiation of intended upcoming transmission. Once initial contact is established between transmitter and intended
receiver, they can agree upon time, channel and other information to be
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used for the intended transmission. However, due to heterogeneous channel
availability in DCRN, initial contact may not be guaranteed. Existence of a
common control channel (CCC) owned by DCRN and a network-wide time
synchronization may help DCRN MAC to solve the problem by providing
a message exchange mechanism among SUs. Assuring a good network coordination and reconfiguration mechanism may be costly in terms of overheads such as control signaling, time taken for the process, and disruption
to the entire network. Therefore, this problem must be efficiently addressed
while designing a DCRN MAC.
Figure 2.1 shows basic DCRN specific functionalities that MAC protocol should
provide to ensure opportunistic use of PU channels and to cope with heterogeneous channel availability at SU nodes.

2.2

Survey of MAC Proposals for DCRNs

Since MAC design for CR networks is an exciting new research area, a number of
MAC protocols have been proposed in the literature. In this section, we review the
state-of-the art in MAC design for DCRNs. This section is based on our published
work [40]. To facilitate the discussion, we start with a general classification of
existing MAC proposals, as shown in Figure 2.2. CR MAC can be broadly divided
into two classes: centralized and distributed– depending on the architecture of the
CR network in consideration. In a DCRN, design of a MAC protocol largely
depends on number of transceivers needed at each SU node to support the MAC
operations. Therefore, DCRN MACs can be categorized into two major groups:
single-transceiver and multi-transceiver. Both of these design approaches have
their benefits as well as drawbacks.
An SU equipped with a single transceiver can listen to only a single channel
at any time and therefore, can miss control messages when its transceiver is busy
transmitting or receiving data. As a result, single-transceiver MACs are more vulnerable to MHTP. On the other hand, if equipped with multiple transceivers, an
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Figure 2.2: Classification of existing cognitive MAC protocols (CCC = common control channel, DC-MAC [41], OSA-MAC [42], O-MAC [44],
SYN-MAC [46], C-MAC [47], HC-MAC [48], DOSS [49], CogMesh
[50]).
SU node can listen to both data and control messages simultaneously. This can
be achieved by keeping one of the transceivers continuously tuned to the control messages, while other transceivers are being used for data communications.
Hence an SU node is aware of exchange of control messages among neighboring
SUs and MHTP becomes easier to handle with a multi-transceiver MAC. However, compared to multi-transceiver MACs, a single-transceiver MAC can work
with SU nodes that are much cheaper and less complex to implement.
One of the important design assumptions for both single- and multi-transceiver
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MACs is the presence or absence of a CCC. As discussed in section 2.1, exchange
of control messages for channel negotiation and coordination is a crucial MAC
issue. In literature, control message exchange is performed either on PU data
channels or on a CCC. A CCC is a channel allocated solely for control message
exchange. A DCRN can have a single CCC shared by all SUs or multiple CCCs
each of which is shared by many SUs. Presence of a CCC simplifies the design
of the MAC protocol and offers several advantages including better coordination
among SUs and reduced collision of their data transmissions. Most of the existing DCRN MACs are designed assuming the presence of a CCC. Reliance on a
CCC, however, may lead to a phenomenon called CCC saturation. It occurs when
many or all SUs try to transmit control messages on the CCC at the same time.
This might cause the MAC to suffer from performance degradation, especially in a
large network or when the traffic load is high. Furthermore, an adversary node can
disrupt the operation of the entire network by attacking the CCC (e.g., by flooding
control messages on CCC persistently). To avoid these problems, some DCRN
MACs are designed without a CCC. For example, DC-MAC and SYN-MAC are
proposed to work without a CCC for single- and multi-transceiver systems respectively. The exchange of control messages in these MACs are usually performed
on PU data channels themselves.
Without CCC, the MAC design becomes more challenging because there is no
predefined channel to start the exchange of control messages with intended Rx or
neighbors. To address this challenge, Tx continuously visits the channels where
intended Rx is expected to be tuned with higher probability in DC-MAC. Once Tx
and Rx are successful to communicate, they exchange the initial control messages
which contain required information for further coordination regarding upcoming
transmission among them. Similarly, an SU node has to visit many channels randomly to collect the updated information about all of its neighbors. On the other
hand, time is divided into a number of slots, each of which is assigned for the control message exchange on a particular data channel in SYN-MAC. When a node
wants to start communication with a neighbor (i.e., intended Rx), it chooses one
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of the common data channels between them, waits for beginning of the time slot
representing that channel, and then starts exchanging control messages. Each SU
node in SYN-MAC has two transceivers or radios: listening radio dedicated to listen to control messages and data radio for data transmission. Since listening radios
of SU nodes are tuned to the respective data channel in each time slot, exchange of
any control message is known to all neighbors. Consequently, SYN-MAC can provide a good coordination among SUs and avoid the multi-channel hidden terminal
problem to a large extent. The cost paid is requirement of global/network-wide
time synchronization and waiting for a particular time slot to exchange control
message on the respective data channel.
Time synchronization becomes an important issue for single transceiver MACs
that are designed with a CCC (e.g., HC-MAC, OSA-MAC and C-MAC). In these
MACs, SUs cannot remain tuned to the CCC all the time because the same transceiver
is used for data transmission as well. Time synchronization among SUs is thus
needed to make sure that the SUs know when they have to tune to the CCC for
control message exchanges and when they can resume data transmission. This
can be achieved either through local or global time-synchronization. Local timesynchronization is usually preferred in DCRNs where coordination is limited to
neighboring nodes. For example, HC-MAC, assumes synchronization among only
neighboring SUs for its operation. The time frame is divided into three phases in
HC-MAC: contention, sensing and transmission. All the SUs remain tuned to
the CCC whenever they are idle (i.e., not transmitting/receiving data). Only one
Tx-Rx pair can go to sensing phase in a neighborhood if they have succeeded
in contention based CCC access during the contention phase. Once a Tx-Rx
pair succeeds in contention, the sensing phase begins, and the next contention
phase can only begin after this Tx-Rx pair goes through data transmission phase.
Some single-transceiver MACs, on the other hand, rely on a network-wide or
global time-synchronization. Periods of data transmission, channel negotiation
and channel sensing are predefined and known to all SUs in the network. Examples of such MACs include OSA-MAC and C-MAC, where multiple Tx-Rx pairs
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negotiate common data channels during the channel negotiation phase. The TxRx pairs then transmit data on these negotiated channels during data transmission
phase. With global time-synchronization sensing phase of all SUs is simultaneous, which is free of any transmission from SUs. Such global quiet period during
channel sensing is not possible with local time synchronization.
In multi-transceiver MACs, a CCC can be either dedicated or configured dynamically. In O-MAC, the CCC is assumed to be a dedicated spectrum that either
belongs to the DCRN system itself or to an license-exempt (ISM) band. The
dedicated CCC is always available to SUs, which simplifies the MAC operation.
But, it also requires an extra spectrum band solely for control message exchange.
This may lead to wastage of valuable spectrum. To avoid such wastage, a PU data
channel is dynamically selected as CCC in DOSS and CogMesh [50]. The dynamically selected CCC can be available either locally to a neighborhood or globally
to all SUs. Cluster based DCRNs such as CogMesh usually select a local CCC
in each cluster. For example, in CogMesh, a node initiates cluster formation with
a locally available PU channel as the CCC. The node then becomes the leader of
its cluster. The neighbors to whom the selected CCC is available too, can join the
cluster. On the other hand, DOSS selects a PU channel available to all SUs as a
global CCC. It is easier to reconfigure a Local CCC than a global one in case PUs
reclaim the current CCC. Even in a highly dynamic spectrum availability scenario,
SUs within a geographical neighborhood can see a few channels available to all
of them. They can select one of these channels as a local CCC. A PU channel
being available to all SUs at the same time is less probable. Moreover, the effect
of CCC saturation or attack on CCC by an adversary node is less severe in case of
a local CCC. Only a part of network is affected by these situations. However, it
is difficult to have a global time synchronization and good network coordination
in a DCRN with local CCCs. As discussed earlier, a sensing period with a global
quiet period (i.e., period with no transmission from SU nodes) cannot be defined
without global time synchronization. A common problem with the MACs that
use dynamically configured CCC is the interruptions of their MAC operations by
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PUs. These interruptions can occur quite frequently since the PU network can
reclaim the CCC at any time. Since DCRNs do not have central support to gather
the topology information, they rely on local coordination to gather the topological
information. The existence of a dedicated CCC makes it much easier to gather
topology information compared to the case of DCRNs with dynamically configurable CCC.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of MAC protocols for distributed CR networks (PU
= primary user, CCC = common control channel, DC-MAC [41],
OSA-MAC [42], O-MAC [44], SYN-MAC [46], C-MAC [47], HCMAC [48], DOSS [49], CogMesh [50]).
In addition to above MAC proposals, game theoretic approaches have been
pursued recently by a number of researchers, for example in [51] and [52]. Authors in [52] have introduced a simple MAC framework which incorporates game
theoretic spectrum allocation strategies. Most of the works on this topic, how27

ever, focus on game theory based dynamic spectrum allocation issues rather than
on proposing an entire MAC framework. More research is needed to develop a
practical MAC framework that can successfully embed game theoretic spectrum
allocation strategies.
Figure 2.3 summarizes the salient features of selected MAC proposals for
DCRNs on the basis of various operational and performance parameters. Although the level of interference to PUs is an important issue to consider in designing a DCRN MAC, it has not been addressed in most of the existing proposals. In
DC-MAC and OSA-MAC, the authors have considered this aspect to some extent
in their analysis. Multichannel hidden terminal problem has been addressed in
most of the MAC proposals under consideration. This has been achieved usually
through exchanges of certain control messages. DOSS utilizes a busy tone approach, which could be inefficient as the busy tone spectrum can be occupied by
PU at any time.
Most of the DCRN MACs require global time synchronization for their operation. Some MACs such as HC-MAC work with local time synchronization, which
could result in exposed terminal problem as mentioned in [48]. Among these
existing MAC schemes, only DC-MAC has considered the possibility of sensing
error in its design. As discussed earlier, such errors are unavoidable in practice
and should be considered in design or analysis of CR MACs. Although considered to some extent in the analysis of OSA-MAC, this issue has remained mostly
unaddressed in existing DCRN MACs. HC-MAC, OSA-MAC and O-MAC can
achieve better coordination among SUs with the presence of a global dedicated
CCC. C-MAC and DOSS cannot achieve the same level of coordination using a
dynamically configurable global CCC. But they still achieve a moderate level of
network coordination, which is better than that achieved by DC-MAC without a
CCC and CogMesh with a dynamic local CCC. SYN-MAC does not have a CCC,
however, it can achieve a moderate network coordination due to the presence of
a listening radio solely dedicated for listening to control messages. Similarly, the
network reconfiguration overhead is lower in presence of dedicated CCC com-
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pared to that with a dynamic CCC. DC-MAC, on the other hand, has higher reconfiguration overhead because it does not incorporate any CCC. In C-MAC, a
complicated mechanism to reconfigure the dynamic global CCC increases its reconfiguration overhead.
Most of the MAC proposals discussed have not considered the QoS provisioning in their work. Only few MAC proposals (such as O-MAC, GB-MAC
[45]) have included QoS in their MAC operation. However, they propose simplistic strategies to provide QoS guarantee. Similarly, none of the considered
MAC proposals has discussed the effect of spectrum mobility/handover problem
in DCRNs. Only few MAC proposals (such as OSA-MAC, HC-MAC, DC-MAC)
have proposed simplistic sensing strategies. However, how to optimize the length
of sensing phase to maximize the overall system performance has not been considered by most of the MAC proposals. HC-MAC has proposed a optimal length
of sensing phase constrained by hardware and transmission constraints of SUs.

2.3

Design of an Opportunistic Multi-channel
MAC (OMC-MAC) for DCRNs

In this section, we introduce a distributed MAC protocol that efficiently addresses
some of the major issues of DCRNs identified in Section 2.1. The proposed protocol is called opportunistic multi-channel MAC (referred as OMC-MAC) and
has been published as [53]. The key features of OMC-MAC are as follows: it
efficiently handles mullti-channel hidden terminal problem using a simple control message exchange mechanism, the collision probability of SUs with PU is
independent of SU node density, there is no collision among SUs during data
transmission, and it maintains a good coordination among SUs.
The novel contributions of the OMC-MAC proposal lie in the following facts.
It integrates channel sensing, negotiation and data transmission phases in an effective way to propose a complete working MAC framework. It addresses multichannel hidden terminal problems using simple SU nodes each having a single
half-duplex transceiver. It is achieved by developing a smart message exchange
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mechanism during channel negotiation period. It ensures a data transmission
phase free of any collision among SUs which improves utilization of opportunistically available radio spectrum. It keeps the collision probability of SUs with
PUs minimal by reducing the collision with PUs in case of sensing error (miss
detection). OMC-MAC reduces collision due to miss detection by allowing any
channel to be reserved by only one Tx–Rx SU pair. Furthermore, each of Tx and
Rx senses the channel independently and hence reduces the collision with PUs
because collision can occur only when both of them miss detect the channel.
A brief overview of OMC-MAC is presented below. We assume a single half
duplex transceiver per node to make the SU node simple. The protocol assumes
a dedicated global CCC owned by DCRN to exchange the control messages. The
time frame is divided into periodic beacon intervals. We assume that SU nodes
are synchronized by the periodic beacon signal. Whenever a node joins the network, it first listens to beacon signal for at least one beacon duration on the CCC
and synchronizes itself with rest of the network. Since CCC is always available
and known to SUs in OMC-MAC, the network initialization, reconfiguration and
coordination is easier and reliable. Therefore, if the joining node does not hear
any beacon message, it starts sending periodic beacon message assuming it is the
first node in the network. The time synchronization and network association in
distributed networks are well addressed areas in the literature and are out of scope
of this thesis. The beacon interval is further divided into three phases: sensing,
contention and data transmission as depicted in Figure 2.4. Below, we provide a
brief overview of the working operation of the protocol during these phases.

2.3.1

Channel Sensing Phase

OMC-MAC incorporates channel sensing before channel selection as a part of
MAC framework. Therefore, it can benefit from up-to-date sensing information
before going into data transmission. It also adds the flexibility of choosing appropriate ratio between the durations of the sensing phase and the data transmission
phase to achieve a desired tradeoff between sensing overhead and system utiliza30
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(Scanning
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Coordination among
SUs, Channel
Reservation)
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Phase

Beacon Period

Figure 2.4: Timing structure of proposed OMC-MAC.
tion. During sensing phase, SUs are not allowed to transmit; therefore, sensing
result is free from interference due to neighboring SUs. Each SU senses the channels independently and maintains a list of available channels by the end of sensing
period.
It may not be possible to scan all the available data channels in a given sensing
period due to hardware limitations of SUs. Therefore, only a part of the total data
channels may be scanned by each SU. For example, SUs can keep track of previous channel scanning results and try to scan those channels which were available
most of the time based on transmission history. Similarly, SUs can scan the channels which are likely to be available to themselves as well as to their neighbors.
Partial channel sensing issues have been addressed in detail in literature (e.g.,
[7][54][55] and references therein). In the subsequent sections of this chapter,
we assume that each SU senses all PU channels during sensing phase. However,
performance of our protocol can be further improved from partial channel sensing
strategy and is a topic for future work.
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2.3.2

Contention Phase

In this phase, each SU having data to send contends for the CCC in order to
participate in a channel negotiation and reservation mechanism. The contention
resolution is based on backoff mechanism similar to that in the conventional IEEE
802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF).2 Figure 2.5 shows how this channel negotiation and reservation take place, for example, when nodes Q and R want
to send data to nodes U and S, respectively. Let us assume that Q becomes successful in the contention to get access to CCC and sends a request to send (RTS)
message to the intended Rx, i.e., U. The RTS message primarily contains the list
of available channels at node Q. Upon successful reception of the RTS, U selects
a common available channel X1 between itself and Q and sends a clear to send
(CTS) message to Q with the identity of X1 after a short inter-frame space (SIFS)
period. If no common channel is available between them, U will just ignore RTS
and CCC will be considered idle after distributed inter-frame space (DIFS) period. If Q gets CTS, it then confirms the reservation of channel X1 by sending a
confirm RTS (CRTS) message back to U after SIFS period. Channel X1 is hence
reserved for transmission from Q to U during the following data transmission
phase. Each Tx–Rx pair reserves at most one data channel. All neighbors of U
(namely nodes R, S, and T in Figure 2.5) set network allocation vector (NAV) [56]
for the reserved channel X1 after receiving the CTS message. On the other hand,
the neighbors of Q (i.e., nodes R and T ) set their NAV after receiving the CRTS
message. Note that if a handshake message is lost, the channel will be considered
free after DIFS period. In this example, we assume that R ends its backoff in the
current contention period and also succeeds in reserving channel X2. Note that
channel X1 is no longer considered for negotiation between R and S during the
current BI because they have already set NAV for X1 . All nodes clear their NAVs
in the beginning of next BI. If the last channel reservation goes beyond the contention phase, the involved Tx–Rx pair will simply ignore the reservation process
and wait for next contention phase.
2 Description

of IEEE 802.11 DCF can be found in [56] and [57].
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Figure 2.5: Channel negotiation and reservation process in OMC-MAC.
In case of multiple common data channels available between a Tx–Rx pair,
we assume that the Rx chooses a channel randomly during negotiation. However,
OMC-MAC can incorporate other channel selection strategies as well. For example, a Tx–Rx pair could choose the best available common channel. Channel
assignment strategies in CR networks in order to optimize performance parameters like throughput and fairness exist in literature (e.g., [58]–[60] and references therein) which are out of scope of this thesis. Our protocol can also benefit
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from better channel selection strategies compared to the random channel selection
scheme assumed in this chapter.
Note that the proposed design of contention phase can effectively address
MHTP because it provides a smart coordination among neighbors during channel reservation process. Whenever a channel is reserved by a Tx–Rx pair, all
nodes which are neighbors of Tx or Rx set NAV for the channel. Now, if any
of these neighbors needs to reserve a channel, that particular channel will not be
reserved again as the NAV is already set for it. Since all SUs remain tuned to the
CCC for the entire negotiation phase, a node is able to set NAV for all channels
reserved by its neighbors. Therefore, a channel cannot be reserved by more than
one Tx–Rx pair and, consequently, MHTP does not occur. The mechanism used
in OMC-MAC to combat MHTP is simpler and more efficient compared to those
in other protocols such as HC-MAC, SYN-MAC, C-MAC, and OSA-MAC. If a
node is not visible to both Tx and Rx, it cannot set NAV and can reserve the same
channel. However, the transmission from such a node which is not visible to Tx
as well as Rx will not cause collision and hence there will be no MHTP.

2.3.3

Contention-free Data Transmission Phase

During this phase, each Tx node which has successfully reserved a channel during
contention phase starts transmitting data to its intended Rx node using the reserved
channel. We assume that MAC packet data unit (MPDU) is of fixed size and one
or more MPDUs can be transmitted during data transmission phase (DTP). Each
MPDU transmission is followed by a short acknowledgement (ACK) message. If
the Tx does not receive ACK, it will consider the data transmission unsuccessful.
DTP is assumed to be multiple of MPDU plus ACK transmission time. Note
that data transmission of different Tx–Rx pairs occur in parallel and are free of
contention from other transmitting SUs. If both nodes in a Tx–Rx pair happen
to suffer from sensing error during sensing phase, a collision with PU can happen
during DTP. However, this probability is usually very low in practice. In case such
a collision occurs, the Tx needs to go through sensing and contention phases in
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the next BI.

2.4

Analysis of OMC-MAC

We assume an overlay architecture where SU nodes belonging to a DCRN opportunistically exploit the spectrum holes in the band licensed to a PU network. For
network topology, we assume that the SU nodes are distributed uniformly across
the DCRN. Furthermore, for simplicity of the analysis, a homogeneous system
is considered where occupancy on each of the PU channels is independently and
identically distributed across the DCRN. Over time (several transmission slots),
distribution of PU channel occupancy may follow any distribution (e.g., Geometric, Exponential, and Gamma). However, for simplicity we assume that only the
average occupancy of channel j by PUs over time is known, and is equal to 1 − Pj ,
where Pj is the average probability of channel j being free from PU transmission.
In each transmission slot, the availability of PU channel j is then assumed to follow Bernoulli distribution with parameter Pj . Each SU node is assumed to have
similar transmission range. For our analysis, those neighbors of an SU which
are not contending for data transmission can be ignored without loss of generality. The average number of contending neighbors of an SU node is denoted by
N f , which depends on the assumed transmission range and the node density in
the DCRN. We also assume that each node is capable of handling maximum of
one traffic flow or application at a time. Therefore, we use the terms SU node,
user, and traffic flow interchangeably throughout rest of this chapter. With these
assumptions, we will derive a number of important performance measures for
OMC-MAC below.
Note that the proposed protocol does not require homogeneous channel availability and data rate assumptions for its operation. In this section, we have made
such assumptions only for the sake of simplicity and to make the analysis mathematically tractable. However, similar analysis can be performed for other cases
such as when PU channels are available with different probabilities, average channel availability varies with location and time, and channels are on different spec35

trum bands supporting different transmission ranges and data rates. The proposed
protocol senses the channels at the beginning of each frame, the Tx–Rx pairs
negotiate common channels between them and transmit data on the negotiated
channels. These operations work well with all these cases of homogeneous and
heterogeneous channels availabilities, transmission ranges and data rates. In heterogeneous channel availability case, if partial sensing is implemented, a statistical sensing strategy which favors sensing of channels with higher availability
may improve the protocol performance. Similarly, in case of channels with heterogeneous data rates, channel negotiation may be modified to achieve other advantages. For example, selecting channels with higher data rate can enhance the
system throughput whereas allowing SUs with stringent QoS requirements to reserve better channels can be beneficial in QoS provisioning.
Notation: In this Chapter, unless stated otherwise, the maximum, average and
minimum values of a variable x are denoted by x̂, x̄, and x̌, respectively. ⌊x⌋ represents the integer part of x.

2.4.1

Contention Phase Length Versus Number of Channels
Reserved

SUs exchange control messages on the CCC using access mechanism similar to
IEEE 802.11 DCF during the contention phase. The contending SU takes part in
contention trial which may consist of one or more channel busy periods, one or
more empty slots, one or more unsuccessful message exchanges, and a successful
message exchange [57][61]. Busy period represents the time when channel is occupied by neighbor(s). SUs freeze their backoff counters during the busy period.
Note that time is slotted when CCC is idle. We denote length of each idle slot by
σ . A slot will be empty if no node attempts to exchange message at the beginning of the slot; otherwise, it will be the beginning of either a successful message
exchange period (Ts ) (if only one node attempts sending a message), or an unsuccessful message exchange period (Tc ) (if more than one node attempt sending
message). Let Pt be the probability that a node attempts to send a control message
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in a randomly chosen slot, Pcm be the probability that control messages collide
during contention phase and Pb be the channel busy probability. Then, based on
two dimensional Markov model as described in [61], Pt can be written as
Ψ1
,
(1 − Pb )(1 − Pcm )Ψ1 + (1 − 2Pcm )(W̌ + 1)Ψ2 + PcmW̌ (1 − (2Pcm )m )Ψ2
(2.1)
where Ψ1 = 2(1 − Pb )(1 − 2Pcm ), Ψ2 = Pb + Pcm (1 − Pb ), W̌ is minimum backoff
contention window size and m is the maximum backoff stage such that maximum
window size is 2mW̌ . The probability that there is at least one transmission in the
considered slot (i.e., channel busy probability) is given by
Pt =

Pb = 1 − (1 − Pt )N f .

(2.2)

Also, the conditional probability of success Pcs , which is the probability that one
and only one SU transmits in a slot, is given by
Pcs =

N f Pt (1 − Pt )N f −1
.
Pb

(2.3)

Therefore, the average length of one cycle of successful message exchange for
channel reservation, Tsi , can be approximated as
Tsi =

Pempty σ + Ps Ts + Pc Tc
,
Ps

(2.4)

where Ps = Pb Pcs and Pc = Pb (1 − Pcs ) are the probabilities that a transmission
in a slot becomes successful and unsuccessful, respectively, and Pempty = (1 −
Pb ). It can be shown that Tc = tDIFS + tRT S and Ts = Tc + 2tSIFS + tCT S + tCRT S ,
where tDIFS , tRT S , tSIFS , tCT S , and tCRT S are durations of DIFS, RTS, SIFS, CTS,
and CRTS messages, respectively as shown in Figure 2.6. If Tcon is the length
of contention phase, expected number of successful message exchanges can be
approximated as Tcon /Tsi . Hence, from (2.4), the maximum number of successful
message exchanges per BI is given by
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(2.5)

We assume that channel occupancy by PUs at different data channels is homogeneous and denote the average probability of any channel to be free from PU
transmission by P. Denoting total number of data channels by Nch , the average
number of available data channels is given by Nch P. The average length of contention phase required for all available channels to be successfully reserved can
thus be approximated as Tsi Nch P.

2.4.2

Saturation Throughput

As saturation throughput is a major performance measure to evaluate MAC protocols [62], we analyze it in this section under the assumption that SUs always
have data packets in their transmit queue. When the number of available channels
is sufficiently large, the number of successful message exchange given by (2.5)
will be equal to the number of channels reserved in the system. However, in practice, when the available number of channels is small, the contention phase may
be empty after few initial channel reservations due to lack of channels available
to be reserved. Similarly, if the number of channels is very high, all channels
may not be reserved in a contention phase of given duration. This factor must be
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considered while calculating system throughput. Therefore, the average number
of channels that can be reserved during Tcon is given by
( )
Nch i
N̄ = ∑ min(i, Nsucc )
P (1 − P)Nch −i .
i
i=1
Nch

(2.6)

The saturation throughput of the system averaged over several BIs normalized by
per channel data rate can be calculated as
S̄ = N̄TDT /TBI ,

(2.7)

where TDT and TBI are durations of DTP and BI, respectively. It is easily seen
from Figure 2.4 that
TDT = TBI − Tsensing − Tcon ,

(2.8)

where Tsensing represents the duration of sensing phase. It should be noted that
the duration of each acknowledgement message is generally very short compared
to that of data packets. Thus, their overhead during DTP can be ignored while
calculating S̄.
Note that in the calculation of saturation throughput we have not considered
the case of false alarm. False alarm is a case when SU senses a PU channel occupied by PUs although the PU channel is free from PU transmission. In the above
analysis, false alarm cases are considered as PU channels being occupied by PUs.
Therefore, the actual achievable saturation throughput by the proposed protocol
will be higher when there is no false alarm. False alarm does not contribute towards increasing collision probability with PUs. It only reduces the transmission
opportunity.
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2.4.3

Effect of Sensing Error on Collision Probability of SU
With PU

Many of the existing protocols (e.g., DOSS, C-MAC, and SYN-MAC) seem to
overlook the effect of sensing error in MAC design. Although OSA-MAC [42]
addresses the issue to some extent, the effect of sensing error grows with number
of traffic flows. Decentralized cognitive MAC (DC-MAC) [41] has analyzed the
effect of sensing error in a probabilistic way using partially observable Markov
decision process. However, actual implementation of DC-MAC may be difficult
in practice. On the other hand, proposed OMC-MAC effectively addresses this
issue in a more practical way. It decreases the collision of SUs with PU due to
sensing error arising from miss detection by allowing at most one Tx–Rx pair to
reserve a channel for transmission and ensuring no collision when only one node
among the Tx–Rx pair suffers from such error.
Let us represent the average probability that an SU fails to detect PU’s presence in a data channel by Pe . We assume that Pe is same for all SUs and all
channels. Each SU node is assumed to make sensing decision independently.
Therefore, a Tx–Rx pair selects channel j for transmission only when it is sensed
as available by both the Tx and Rx. Since each channel can be reserved by at most
one Tx–Rx pair, the collision probability with PU on channel j can be written as
Pc j = Pe2 (1 − Pj ), where Pj is the probability that channel j is available. Assuming
homogenous availability of channels (i.e., Pj = P ∀ j), the collision probability is
given by
Pc = Pe2 (1 − P).

(2.9)

From (2.11), it is apparent that the collision of SUs with PU is independent of
number of SUs in a neighborhood. Consequently, OMC-MAC is expected to show
highly scalable performance in minimizing interference to the PUs. Moreover, for
a specified upper bound on Pc (i.e., P̂c ), proposed MAC can tolerate maximum Pe
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given by

√
P̂e =

P̂c
.
1−P

(2.10)

Although we have assumed homogeneous availability of data channels, the
heterogeneous channel availability case can also be covered by deriving P̂c as
P̂c = maximize Pc j = Pe2 (1 − P̌),
j

(2.11)

where P̌ is the minimum probability of any data channel being unoccupied by PU.

2.5

Selected Numerical Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of OMC-MAC using the analytical
methods presented in the previous section and compare the selected numerical results with our simulation results. Unless otherwise specified, we use TBI = 100ms,
sensing phase length Tsensing = 10ms, Pt = 0.02, N f = 50, W = 32, m = 5 and control channel bit rate of 1 mbps for the numerical and simulation results. We have
assumed Tsensing = 10ms, however its actual value depends on many factors like
sensing strategy, hardware configuration of SU nodes, number of PU data channels and so on. The value of Tsensing does not change the nature of results, but it
simply shifts the curves in the graphs plotted. We also assume DIFS = 128 µ s,
SIFS = 28 µ s, σ = 50 µ s for the message exchange on CCC during contention
phase.
Figure 2.7 shows that, for a given Nch and an increasing Tcon , throughput increases first, reaches a maximum value and then starts decreasing. The maximum
throughput is reached when Tcon becomes just enough to reserve all available
channels. Further increase of Tcon negatively affects the throughput because it
reduces TDT , while the number of reserved channels remains unchanged (Nch P).
Varying P while keeping Nch fixed produces similar results as shown in Figure 2.8.
From Figure 2.7 and 2.8, it is apparent that OMC-MAC is very efficient in utilizing the spare radio resources from PU network. For example, when Nch = 10,
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Figure 2.7: Throughput variation with contention phase length and number
of channels Nch (P = 0.5, N f = 45).
P = 0.5, subtracting the unavoidable sensing overhead (we keep it at 10% of TBI ),
the expected data rate available for use by SUs is Rexp = Nch P × 0.9 × Rc = 4.5Rc .
Here Rc is the data rate of a single PU channel. According to Figure 2.7, for same
parameter values, the OMC-MAC has an average throughput of about 4Rc , which
is close to Rexp .
Figure 2.9 shows the maximum acceptable sensing error probability with given
channel availability and tolerable interference to PUs. Analyzing the plot, we can
see that OMC-MAC has a very high tolerance to sensing error. For example, collision probability with PUs remains below 1% even if the sensing error probability
rises to 10%, which is a significant level for sensing error. OMC-MAC can offer
this excellent performance since it does not cause collision to PUs when only the
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Figure 2.8: Throughput variation with contention phase length and channel
availability(Nch = 30, N f = 45).
TX or Rx suffers from sensing error. In OMC-MAC, both the Tx and Rx have
to make sensing error at the same time to cause collision to PUs. Furthermore,
when PUs are less active (i.e., when P is higher), required sensing accuracy can
be relaxed even more.
The performance of proposed OMC-MAC has been compared with those of
two existing MAC proposals called OSA-MAC and HC-MAC in Chapter 3. The
proposed MAC provides higher saturation throughput compared to those provided
by OSA-MAC and HC-MAC. Also, proposed MAC is able to lower the effect of
sensing error in terms of collision with PUs compared to that in OSA-MAC.
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2.5.1

Validation via Simulation

To validate our analytical method, we have simulated our proposed OMC-MAC
protocol using a discrete event simulator. For the simulation runs, we use same
values for the system parameters as were used to gather the numerical results. We
plot the simulation results alongside our analytical results in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. The
vertical error bars on the simulation curves are drawn for 95% confidence interval.
As we can see from those plots, the curves depicting the simulation results match
very closely with the curves drawn from numerical results. Therefore, we are confident about the validity of our analytical method in evaluating the performance of
OMC-MAC.
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2.6

Distinguishing Features and Advantages of
OMC-MAC

Here, we discuss some distinguishing features of OMC-MAC to highlight its benefits compared to existing protocols. Many of the protocols (e.g., DOSS, C-MAC,
SYN-MAC) seem to overlook the effect of sensing error in the MAC design. In
contrast, we recognize the importance of the issue and effectively address it in
OMC-MAC. Although OSA-MAC addresses the issue to some extent, the affect
of sensing error grows with the node density of the CR network.
In OMC-MAC, probability of collision with PUs due to sensing error is very
low and the effect is independent of the SU node density or the average number of
nodes within the neighborhood of an SU node. Unlike existing protocols, OMCMAC effectively addresses the spectrum utilization issue using simple nodes. It
ensures no collision among SUs during data transmission phase to improve spectrum utilization. For example, HC-MAC [48] suffers from significant spectrum
underutilization because it allows only one Tx-Rx pair to transmit data at any
time instant even though some channels remain unused. On the other hand, SYNMAC tries to reduce collision among SUs during data transmission phase at the
cost of node complexity as it requires two transceivers per node. In contrast,
OMC-MAC avoids such node complexity and can still deliver excellent spectrum
utilization–as shown in our presented numerical results.
The mechanism used in OMC-MAC to combat MHTP is simpler and more
efficient compared to those in other protocols such as HC-MAC, SYN-MAC, CMAC, and OSA-MAC. OSA-MAC uses IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA based four way
handshake messages: RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK to eliminate hidden terminal problem during data transmission. Use of IEEE 802.11 mechanism on data channels
is not bandwidth efficient. SYN-MAC relies on more complex nodes with two
transceivers while C-MAC proposes an algorithm that has high implementation
complexity. Although HC-MAC eliminates the problem, but it does so at the cost
of significant wastage of spectrum opportunity. Moreover, CCC is always known
and available to SUs in OMC-MAC which provides a reliable medium for initial
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message exchange among SUs. Therefore, the network initialization, reconfiguration and coordination is easier and reliable in OMC-MAC.
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Chapter 3
Enhancement of OMC-MAC and
QoS Provisioning in MAC Design
for Distributed Cognitive Radio
Networks1
3.1

Introduction

In Chapter 2, we proposed an opportunistic MAC protocol called OMC-MAC to
address some of the major challenges in distributed CR networks (DCRNs). In this
chapter, we first propose an enhancement for negotiation and data transmission
phases of OMC-MAC to increase the achievable thoughput with OMC-MAC in
operation. We then incorporate a QoS mechanism in the OMC-MAC in order to
address QoS requirement of delay sensitive applications. We published the work
described in this chapter as [63].
1 The paper based on the research work presented in this chapter has been published as: Jha,
S.C., U. Phuyal, M.M. Rashid and V.K. Bhargava, “Design of OMC-MAC: An Opportunistic
Multi-channel MAC with QoS Provisioning for Distributed Cognitive Radio Networks,” IEEE
Trans. on Wireless Commun., vol. PP, no. 99, pp. 1-12, Aug. 2011.
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The highly dynamic system environment in terms of resource availability and
lack of central control unit makes the quality of service (QoS) provisioning a
challenging problem in DCRNs. Utilizing opportunistically available spectrum
efficiently is another crucial challenge for MAC design in such networks. Avoiding collision among SUs and with PUs, combating multi-channel hidden terminal
problem (MHTP) with simple SU nodes and keeping a good coordination among
SUs in heterogeneous spectrum environment are other major challenges in DCRN
MAC design which have been addressed by the OMC-MAC as described in Chapter 2. Designing QoS provisioning and further improvement of system throughput
by increasing the spectrum utilization are main focuses of this chapter.
As MAC design for DCRN is an exciting new research area, a number of
MAC protocols have been proposed in the literature [41]–[48]. Most of the DCRN
MAC proposals in literature have not considered QoS provisioning issue. Only a
few MAC proposals, such as opportunistic MAC (O-MAC) [44] and group based
MAC (GB-MAC) [45], have included a discussion on this issue. Authors in [44]
have analyzed throughput and average transmission delay for two different sensing policies with the assumption that there are two transceivers at each node. Although the authors claim that their analysis can serve as a basis for QoS provisioning, the paper lacks any detail on it. Furthermore, the assumption that a single
user will transmit on all available channels at any particular time may not be true
in practice due to hardware constraints of user node. This might render inefficient
utilization of spectrum. On the other hand, GB-MAC [45] proposes cluster based
architecture which divides users into different groups and allocates the available
channels among the groups based on their bandwidth requirements. Each group is
controlled by a group leader and the communication among group leaders is coordinated by one of the leaders selected as manager. Since only one pair of users
can communicate at any time in a group, the channel set allocated to a group may
not be fully used in GB-MAC. Authors in [45] have discussed QoS for SUs, however, GB-MAC lacks any module specifically designed to provide QoS guarantee
to SUs.
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In this chapter, we enhance opportunistic multi-channel cognitive MAC (OMCMAC) for DCRN which proposes QoS provisioning and admission control modules in addition to addressing a few other major issues. The data transmission
phase and negotiation phases have been modified to boost the spectrum utilization
and increase the system throughput. The effectiveness of enhanced OMC-MAC
lies in the following facts:
i) It connects channel sensing, negotiation and data transmission phases in an
integrated way to propose a complete working MAC framework.
ii) It addresses multi-channel hidden terminal problems using simple SU nodes
each having a single half-duplex transceiver. We devise a smart message
exchange mechanism during channel negotiation to achieve it.
iii) It proposes a data transmission phase free of any collision among SUs which
improves utilization of opportunistically available radio spectrum. Since radio resource is available opportunistically in CR networks, therefore, whenever it is free from PU, we should try not to waste it due to collision among
SU nodes themselves. It helps to enhance the radio resource (spectrum) utilization.
iv) It assures a minimal collision probability to PUs. SUs may collide with PUs
during the data transmission phase as users from both networks may use the
same channels during this phase. Collision occurs in two cases: (a) PUs come
back on a channel being used by an SU and (b) SUs miss-detect (one kind of
sensing error) the channel. OMC-MAC addresses the collision due to missdetection. To reduce collision due to miss detection, OMC-MAC allows any
channel to be reserved by only one Tx–Rx SU pair. Furthermore, each of
Tx and Rx senses the channel independently and hence reduces the collision
with PUs because collision can occur only when both of them miss detect the
channel.
v) It proposes a QoS provisioning module for delay sensitive applications which
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reduces their average delay. It also analyzes admission control criteria to
guarantee a predefined QoS requirement for such applications in terms of
maximum acceptable delay.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We present the proposed
enhancement to OMC-MAC protocol in Section 3.2. We also develop analytical
methods to derive some important performance parameters of enhanced OMCMAC in Section 3.2. A QoS module is introduced in OMC-MAC to address
the QoS requirements of delay sensitive applications in Section 3.3. Section 3.4
presents and discusses selected numerical and simulation results from our analysis
and compares performance of OMC-MAC with those of two existing protocols.
The comparison results show that OMC-MAC outperforms these existing schemes
in terms of providing higher throughput and lower collision probability with PUs
in case of sensing error. Furthermore, the results illustrate effectiveness of QoS
module in decreasing channel access delay for delay sensitive applications. The
chapter is concluded in Section 3.5 with some concluding remarks.

3.2

Enhancement of OMC-MAC to Further
Increase Throughput

As discussed in Chapter 2, OMC-MAC assumes a single half-duplex transceiver
per node and a dedicated global CCC owned by DCRN to exchange the control
messages. The time frame is divided into periodic beacon intervals (BIs). SUs
are synchronized by a periodic beacon signal. BI is further divided into three
phases: sensing, contention, and data transmission phase (DTP). The data transmission starts only after the contention phase and is of a fixed duration which is
same for all transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) pairs. In the following, we discuss an enhancement to OMC-MAC in order to increase the data transmission duration for
throughput enhancement. The enhancement makes the data transmission duration
of variable size and is different for various Tx-Rx pairs. Moreover, the enhancement ensures that the data transmission duration for any Tx-Rx pair is equal to at
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least DTP of OMC-MAC before enhancement.
Notation: In this chapter, unless stated otherwise, the maximum, average and
minimum values of a variable x are denoted by x̂, x̄, and x̌, respectively. ⌊x⌋ represents the integer part of x. A list of major symbols used in this chapter are
summarized in Table A.1.

3.2.1

Modified Data Transmission Scheme to Improve
Throughput

In Chapter 2, we have assumed that data transmission starts only after contention
phase is ended. However, once a Tx–Rx pair reserves a channel, the Tx can immediately start transmitting data on the reserved channel without affecting the operation of our protocol. Here, the assumption is that MPDU is of variable length
so that Tx node can transmit one or more MPDUs until the end of DTP. The first
Tx-Rx pair which successfully reserves the data channel during contention phase,
therefore, gets the longest transmission opportunity, while last Tx-Rx pair succeeding to reserve the data channel gets smallest transmission opportunity. Note
that the smallest transmission opportunity is greater than or equal to DTP. In such
scenario, the gain in average transmission time per reserved channel in a BI can
be expressed as

(N̄ + 1)Tsi
1
((Tcon − Tsi ) + (Tcon − 2Tsi ) + · · · + (Tcon − N̄Tsi )) = Tcon −
.
2
N̄
(3.1)
Here, N̄ is given by (2.6) and Tsi is given by (2.4). From (2.7) and (3.1), the
improved average normalized saturation throughput of the system is given by
∆TDT =

[
(
)]
∆TDT
N̄
(N̄ + 1)Tsi
S̄im = S̄ + N̄
=
TDT + Tcon −
.
TBI
TBI
2

(3.2)

In (3.2), we have N̄Tsi ≤ Tcon < (N̄ +1)Tsi . If we choose Tcon as an integer multiple
of Tsi , then Tcon can be made approximately equal to N̄Tsi . With this approxima-
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tion, (3.2) can be simplified as
1
S̄im =
TBI

(
)
Tcon
N̄TDT +
(N̄ − 1) .
2

(3.3)

(3.2) and (3.3) provide expressions for new improved saturation throughput.
From these expressions, one can note that S̄im increases with increase in length
of contention phase. However, increase in contention phase decreases the length
of data transmission phase which, on the other hand, decreases S̄im . Therefore,
the length of the contention phase should be selected carefully to maximize the
overall saturation throughput. In the following, we explore the optimal length of
contention phase to achieve maximum S̄im .

3.2.2

Optimal Length of Contention Phase

Average length of contention phase depends on various parameters like number
of SUs with data packets in the system and average number of channels available.
For given Pt and N f , average time for one channel reservation, Tsi , can be calculated from (2.4). Let us analyze the effect of contention phase length on system
throughput for given Nch and P. From (2.6), for small value of Tcon , increase in
Tcon increases throughput by enabling more and more channels to be reserved.
After reaching a maximum value, throughput starts decreasing with the further
increase in Tcon because, from (2.8), for a given Tsensing , increase in Tcon decreases
TDT . Assuming other parameters such as N f , Pt , Nch and P to be known, optimal Tcon can be calculated to maximize the throughput by solving the following
optimization problem:
1
maximize S̄im =
Tcon
TBI

(
)
Tcon
N̄TDT +
(N̄ − 1) ,
2

(3.4)

subject to Tcon ≥ 0,
where N̄ is given by (2.6). The individual channel reservation takes place at an
interval of Tsi , so the objective function in (3.4) decreases slightly during the time
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between successive channel reservations. However, the envelope of the objective
function is concave [64] and the throughput is maximized by such value of Tcon
which is an integer multiple of Tsi , i.e., Tcon = nTsi . Since TBI is a constant, the
problem (3.4) transforms to the following integer programming problem:
(
)
nTsi
nTsi
maximize f (n) = N̄ TBI − Tsensing −
−
,
n
2
2

(3.5)

subject to n ∈ N ,
+

where N+ represents set of nonnegative integers. If n∗ is optimal value of n, we
can say that n∗ ≤ Nch . Therefore, even extensive search-based algorithm is practical to solve this problem.⌊ For example,
Algorithm 1 outlines steps to solve this
⌋
Nch +1
problem in maximum of
iterations. We can start the search with initial
2
value of n = ⌊Nch /2⌋. As f (n) is concave for integer n, we can find the search direction (∆n) and continue on that direction
⌊
⌋ until the maximum of f (n) is reached.
Nch +1
Note that there may be maximum
iterations where each iteration involves
2
constant computational complexity independent of Nch . Therefore, Algorithm 1
has O(Nch ) time complexity.
Algorithm 1 Calculate optimum Tcon
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

n ← ⌊Nch /2⌋
if f (n + 1) > f (n) then
∆n ← 1
else
∆n ← −1
end if
while f (n + ∆n) > f (n) and 0 < n < Nch do
n ← n + ∆n
end while
∗ ← nT
return Optimal Tcon : Tcon
si
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3.3

QoS Provisioning in OMC-MAC

QoS requirements of applications differ from each other. An application may
need to fulfil one or more QoS requirements such as maximum acceptable delay,
minimum data rate, and maximum acceptable packet loss rate. In this section, we
mainly focus on the QoS provisioning for delay sensitive applications. We refer to
delay sensitive applications as prioritized applications and users with such applications as prioritized users. We call other applications (users) as non-prioritized
or general applications (users). The contention phase is divided into two parts: 1)
contention phase for prioritized users, and 2) contention phase for general users,
as shown in Figure 3.1. We have assumed that QoS requirement of prioritized
users is specified in terms of maximum acceptable end-to-end delay, while general
users do not have any such restriction. We have also assumed that each prioritized
user has at most one prioritized data packet at any time. Under this assumption,
the end-to-end delay of prioritized user can be simply approximated as channel
access delay plus TDT . Therefore, in rest of this section, we analyze the QoS performance in terms of channel access delay. In the proposed scheme, prioritized
users get opportunity to reserve channels first during the first part of contention
phase. If there is no more prioritized user, general users get access to CCC. This
can be implemented, for example, by defining longer DIFS for general users.
The CCC which is always available during data transmission phase in our proposed MAC can also be used to transmit data by prioritized users with stringent
QoS requirements. Moreover, scheduler and admission control module can be
developed at each SU node due to distributed architecture of the proposed system model. Each SU can have data packets from applications with various QoS
requirements. An SU has full flexibility to schedule the packets from various applications waiting at its queue based on the instantaneous resource information.
Similarly, admission controller at each SU can decide to accept or reject a connection request based on the QoS requirements of the connection/application and
the instantaneous resource availability.
We analyze the delay suffered by a prioritized data packet with the help of
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for Prioritized
Users

Sensing Phase

Contention Phase
for Non-prioritized
Users

Beacon

Data Transmission Phase

Contention Phase
(Channel Negotiation
and Reservation
among SUs)

Beacon Interval

Figure 3.1: Timing structure of proposed OMC-MAC for QoS provisioning.
state diagram as shown in Figure 3.2, where each state represents number of BIs
a packet has been waiting in queue. The probability of state k is represented
by Pk . Let D̂ be the maximum acceptable channel access delay for a prioritized
data packet to guarantee QoS. When a packet arrives to the transmission queue
of a user, it takes the initial state (i.e., state 0). We assume that the user gets
transmission opportunity in each BI with a probability Pap , and waits for next BI
with the probability
Pnap = 1 − Pap ,

(3.6)

n .
as depicted in Figure 3.2. Therefore, we can write Pn = P0 Pnap
The probability that a packet does not get transmission opportunity before
reaching state D̂ + 1 is the probability of being QoS unsatisfied, Pus , which is
given by
(D̂+1)

Pus = PD̂ Pnap = P0 Pnap

,

(3.7)

and the probability of a packet being QoS satisfied, Psat = P0 − Pus . The average
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Figure 3.2: States of data packets waiting for channel access. The state represents number of beacon intervals a packet has been waiting to get
access to channel.
delay of QoS satisfied packets (Ds ) in terms of number of BIs can be expressed as
D̂

Ds =

∑

k
kP0 Pap Pnap

k=0

)
P0 Pnap (
D̂
=
1 − Pnap (1 + Pap D̂) .
Pap

(3.8)

The average delay experienced by general users can be expressed as
∞

Dg =

k
=
∑ kP0PagPnag

k=0

P0 Pnag
,
Pag

(3.9)

where Pag is channel access probability for general users and Pnag = 1 − Pag .
Therefore, average delay of all satisfied users (including QoS satisfied prioritized
users and general users) in terms of number of BIs can be expressed as
DQoS =

Psat N f p Ds + N f g Dg
.
Psat N f p + N f g

(3.10)

Now, let us consider the case where there is no requirement to guarantee QoS.
In such a case, let Pa be the probability of channel access for any user per BI and
Pna = 1 − Pa . The average channel access delay can be shown as
Dno−QoS = P0 Pna /Pa .
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(3.11)

Out of N f users who have data packets to transmit, assume N f p users have
packets with QoS requirements and the rest N f g = N f − N f p are general users.
In case of no QoS provisioning, N f users will use the entire contention phase of
length Tcon , while in case of QoS provisioning, prioritized users use Tconp period
as dedicated contention phase, and Tcong = Tcon − Tconp is used by non-prioritized
users. Note that prioritized contention phase will be utilized by non-prioritized
users in case there is no more prioritized users contending for channel reservation.
The channel access probabilities for prioritized users, non-prioritized users, and
for the case of no QoS provisioning can be approximated as
Pap = N̄ p /N f p ,

(3.12)

Pag = N̄g /N f g ,

(3.13)

Pa = N̄/N f ,

(3.14)

and

respectively, where N̄ p and N̄g are average number of channels that can be reserved
in the contention phase of lengths Tconp and Tcong , respectively, by N f p and N f g
users. N̄ can be calculated using (2.6), and N̄ p and N̄g can be calculated by using
a similar approach.

3.3.1

Minimum Length of Prioritized Contention Phase
Versus QoS Satisfaction

Assuming average number of channels available Nch P is greater than N̄ p , N̄ p can
be approximated as number of successful message exchanges possible in Tconp ,
i.e.,
N̄ p = Tconp /Tsip ,
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(3.15)

where Tsip is average time taken by a prioritized user to reserve a channel and can
be calculated using an approach similar to (2.4). The length of Tconp which keeps
the fraction of unsatisfied users less than a pre-specified limit P̂us can be found
using the inequality: Pus ≤ P̂us . Then, using (3.6), (3.7), (3.12), and (3.15), we get
(
)
) 1
(
D̂+1
Tconp ≥ N f p Tsip 1 − P̂us /P0
.

3.3.2

(3.16)

Admission Control

For a given Pt , using (2.2)–(2.4), Tsip can be expressed in terms of N f p as follows:
(1 − Pt )(Tc − σ )
Tc
+ (Ts − Tc ) +
N f p Pt
N f p Pt (1 − Pt )(N f p −1)
C
A
,
+B+
= −
Nf p
N f p E (N f p −1)

Tsip = −

(3.17)

where A = (1 − Pt )(Tc − σ )Pt , B = (Ts − Tc ), C = Tc /Pt , and E = (1 − Pt ). Since
the prioritized users reserve channels only during Tconp , from (3.16) and (3.17),
we can write
(
Tconp ≥ −A + BN f p +

)(

C
E (N f p −1)

(

1 − P̂us /P0

)

1
D̂+1

)
.

(3.18)

From (3.18), an upper bound for the maximum number of prioritized users that
can be accepted in the system can be calculated as
⌊

1
N̂ f p =
L
log E

(
)
⌋
C log E
0, − F−1 + F ,
BE

(3.19)

where L (·) is the Lambert W function [65] and
(
1
F=
B

A+

)

Tconp
1

1 − (P̂us /P0 ) D̂+1
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.

(3.20)

This result can be used to design an admission control module for the system. For
example, if number of prioritized users is known, a maximum arrival rate of prioritized data packet per user can be determined. A distributed admission control
module at each user can accept or reject new prioritized data packet based on calculated maximum average arrival rate per user. Admission control in distributed
network needs cooperation among the SUs. SUs needs to be truthful to each other.
Estimating total number of prioritized users in the neighborhood may be difficult
in such architecture.
Note that CCC is not used for control message exchange during data transmission phase in the proposed protocol. Hence, the proposed protocol can easily be
modified to utilize the CCC for data transmission during this phase. It may help
SUs with stringent QoS constraints to fulfill their transmission requirement.

3.4

Selected Numerical and Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of enhanced OMC-MAC and compare it with selected existing MAC proposals using computer simulations. For numerical and simulation analysis, we use TBI = 100 ms, data rate (R) of 1 mbps per
data channel, control channel bit rate of 1 mbps, tDIFS = 128 µ s, tSIFS = 28 µ s,
and σ = 50 µ s. However, the actual values of these parameters depend on the
physical layer techniques used for transmission.
Figure 3.3 shows that, other parameters (such as Nch , P, N f ) being fixed, with
an increase in Tcon , throughput increases first, reaches a maximum and then starts
decreasing. The maximum throughput is reached when Tcon becomes just enough
to reserve all available channels. Further increase in Tcon negatively affects the
throughput by reducing TDT while the average number of reserved channels (Nch P)
remains unchanged. It is clear from Figure 3.3 that there is an optimal value of
Tcon to maximize the throughput for each value of Nch , as discussed in Section
3.2.2.
The maximum achievable throughput increases with the increase in Nch and P
as expected. Similarly, OMC-MAC with variable TDT performs better than that
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Figure 3.3: Saturation throughput variation with contention phase length
(Tcon ) and number of channels (Nch ) for P = 0.6, N f = 60, Pt = 0.0155,
and Tsensing = 10 ms.
with fixed TDT because the former utilizes a portion of contention phase for data
transmission. From Figure 3.3, it is apparent that OMC-MAC is very efficient in
utilizing the spare radio resource from PU network. For example, when Nch = 15
and P = 0.6, subtracting the unavoidable sensing overhead (assumed to be 10% of
TBI ), the expected maximum data rate for SUs is R̂exp = 0.9RNch P = 8.1 mbps. In
Figure 3.3, for the same parameter values, we see that OMC-MAC has an average
throughput of about 7.3 mbps for variable TDT and 6.74 mbps for fixed TDT , which
is close to R̂exp .
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availability (P) for OMC-MAC, OSA-MAC, and HC-MAC for N f =
35, Pt = 0.0155, and Tspc = 1 ms.
To validate our analytical method, we simulated proposed OMC-MAC protocol using a discrete event simulator, using same values for the system parameters
as in the numerical analysis. The simulation results are also plotted in Figure 3.3,
where the vertical error bars represent 95% confidence interval. As the simulation
results match very closely with the numerical results, this confirms the validity
of our analytical method in evaluating the performance of OMC-MAC. Note that
in this Section, numerical results are obtained using MATLAB, while to validate
the numerical results we have developed a simulator using C-based discrete-event
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simulation language ‘PARSEC’ (PARallel Simulation Environment for Complex
systems [66]).
In Figs. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, the performance of proposed OMC-MAC is
compared with two other MACs existing in the literature, namely OSA-MAC [42]
and HC-MAC [48]. All of these MACs assume a dedicated CCC and a single half
duplex transceiver at each SU node. The time required to reserve a channel during
contention based channel access is assumed to be same for each MAC with a
fixed backoff window size of 128 and sensing time per channel (Tspc ) is assumed
to be 1 ms. To make a fair comparison, it is assumed that OMC-MAC senses all
channels during the sensing phase. For HC-MAC, we use the same assumptions as
suggested in [48], such as maximum bandwidth spread = 6, maximum fragments
= 2, ratio of data transmission to signaling overhead = 10, and 2-stage look-ahead
for stopping criterion. For OSA-MAC, the backoff window size for DTP is 64
[42]. For simplicity, results in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 are obtained with Pt = 0.0155
assuming a fixed backoff window size W . The actual value of Pt depends on Pcm ,
P, W and N f . However, for larger N f , the value of Pt mainly depends on W and the
chosen value of Pt should be reasonably close to its actual value when W = 128.
In Figure 3.4, comparative throughput performance of proposed MAC is presented. The optimal Tcon given by (3.4) is used for both cases of fixed and variable
TDT in OMC-MAC. From the figure, it is obvious that proposed OMC-MAC outperforms the existing MACs by providing higher throughput and hence utilizing
the available radio spectrum efficiently. Since HC-MAC allows only one user
to transmit data even when there are available data channels not being used by
that user, its throughput performance degrades with increase in number of available channels compared to the proposed MAC. In OSA-MAC, multiple users may
select a channel before channel sensing; as a result, these users either go for contention during DTP if the selected channel is unoccupied by PUs, or otherwise
wait for next BI. Contention free DTP in OMC-MAC enables it to utilize the
opportunistically available spectrum more efficiently. Furthermore, it should be
noted that, since the proposed OMC-MAC is assumed to sense all the channels,
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Figure 3.5: Collision probability of SUs with PUs (Pc ) versus number of secondary flows (N f ) for P = 0.6, and Nch = 4.
its total sensing period may become too long (e.g., Nch Tspc = 25 ms for Nch = 25),
thereby reducing the overall throughput. Throughput performance of OMC-MAC
can be further enhanced by implementing smarter sensing strategies to scan only
a portion of total channels, details of which is out of the scope of this thesis.
In terms of decreasing the collision probability with PUs due to sensing error,
OMC-MAC is highly robust compared to OSA-MAC as depicted in Figs. 3.5, 3.6
and 3.7. In OMC-MAC, both the Tx and Rx have to make sensing error at the
same time to cause collision to PUs. Therefore, the proposed protocol keeps the
interference to PUs very low and hence can help to achieve QoS in PU network
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as well. Furthermore, analyzing the plots in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, it is obvious that
collision probability with PUs due to sensing error does not depend on number of
SUs (or traffic flows) in the neighborhood, i.e., the performance of OMC-MAC
is highly scalable in this respect. As shown in Figure 3.7, for a specified upper
bound on acceptable maximum collision probability with PU (P̂c ), OMC-MAC
can tolerate significantly higher sensing error at each SU compared to OSA-MAC.
This excellent performance is offered by OMC-MAC because it does not cause
collision to PUs when only the Tx or Rx suffers from sensing error.
We now present the performance results of proposed MAC with QoS provi64
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Figure 3.8: Average channel access delay versus number of channels (Nch )
for Tcon = 20 ms, N f = 30, D̂ = 4, N f p = 0.3N f , Tconp = 0.3Tcon , and
P0 = 1.
sioning. Figure 3.8 depicts the improvement of channel access delay of prioritized
users after defining a prioritized contention phase. In most of the cases, average
channel access delay of QoS satisfied prioritized users remains less than one BI.
The ‘No QoS case’ indicates the average delay of users when all users get the
same priority. It serves as a reference to evaluate the delay improvement of prioritized users after implementing QoS module. However, the delay of general
users increases after implementing QoS provisioning in the system particularly
when total number of available channels (Nch P) is lower. Our proposed scheme
efficiently decreases the transmission delay of delay sensitive applications with-
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Figure 3.9: Percentage of QoS unsatisfied users versus number of channels
(Nch ) for Tcon = 20 ms, N f = 30, D̂ = 4, N f p = 0.3N f , Tconp = 0.3Tcon ,
and P0 = 1.
out much increase in delay of general users when there is higher number of data
channels or higher probability of data channels being available. Figure 3.9 shows
the percentage of prioritized users whose QoS requirements could not be satisfied. It is obvious from the figure that proposed QoS scheme satisfies the QoS
requirements of more than 98% users when the number of available channels is
reasonably high.
Variation of minimum length of prioritized contention phase required for specified upper bounds on acceptable percentage of unsatisfied users and acceptable
delay of prioritized users is shown in Figure 3.10. Relaxation on either of these
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Figure 3.10: Minimum required length of prioritized contention phase versus maximum acceptable percentage of unsatisfied users (P̂us ) for
N f p = 12, P = 0.6, P0 = 1, and Nch P ≥ N̄ p .
bounds decreases the length of required Tconp . When one of the two bounds D̂ and
P̂us is stringent for a fixed Tconp , the other should be flexible. For example, when
Tconp = 7 ms, P̂us ≤ 2% can be achieved for D̂ = 4, but not for D̂ = 3 or 2. Figure 3.11 shows the variation of maximum number of acceptable prioritized traffic
flows in the system with constraints D̂ and P̂us when Tconp = 10 ms. It is obvious
from the graph that more simultaneous prioritized flows are acceptable when the
bounds are loose. These results can be used to devise effective admission control
criteria in DCRN.
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3.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we first proposed an enhancement to the proposed OMC-MAC
protocol to further increase the system throughput. We then incorporated a QoS
provisioning in OMC-MAC. The proposed QoS module in OMC-MAC ensures
priority of delay sensitive applications over general users. We analyzed the proposed QoS scheme and showed that it efficiently fulfils the QoS requirements of
delay sensitive applications by significantly reducing their channel access delay.
We proposed a method to calculate the maximum number of prioritized applications in the system based on their QoS requirements which can be used to develop
admission control modules. The numerical results further revealed that the en69

hanced OMC-MAC performs better than existing protocols in providing higher
throughput and keeping the collision with PUs lower in case of erroneous channel
sensing.
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Chapter 4
Resource Optimization in Multi-hop
Distributed Networks1
4.1

Introduction

In multi-hop distributed networks, link layer resource allocation must consider
the information about number of hops packets have already traveled in the network in order to optimize the overall network resources utilization. The loss of a
packet after traveling some hops results in the wastage of all resources allocated
to it in previous hops. The classical resource allocation schemes at link layer
which emphasize single hop performance optimization may not provide optimal
resource utilization in multi-hop distributed networks. Therefore, in this chapter,
we explore schemes to allocate radio resources to different packets favoring those
packets which have traveled more hops before reaching a particular node. We
propose cross-layer approaches in which link layer gets the hop-count informa1 The

papers based on the research work presented in this chapter have been published as:Jha,
S.C., U. Phuyal and V.K. Bhargava, “Cross-Layer Resource Allocation Approach for Multi-hop
Distributed Cognitive Radio Network,” in Proceedings of the CWIT’11, Kelowna, BC, Canada,
pp. 211-215, May 2011 and Jha, S.C., U. Phuyal and V.K. Bhargava, “Joint Power and Subcarrier
Allocation in Multi-hop OFDMA Network: A Cross-Layer Approach,” in Proceedings of the AHICI2011, Kathmandu, Nepal, pp. 1-6, Nov. 2011.
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tion from the network layer module. Distributed implementation is possible with
the proposed schemes because link layer of each node can access this information
from higher layer. In the following, we first explore effectiveness of hop-count
based resource allocation schemes in multi-hop distributed cognitive radio networks. We then analyze the similar resource allocation schemes for multi-hop
orthogonal frequency division multiple access networks.

4.2

Resource Optimization in Multi-hop
Distributed Cognitive Radio Networks

Most of the resource allocation proposals for CR networks in literature optimize
the power allocation focusing on single hop performance [67][68]. However, these
schemes may not be well suited to optimize the performance of a multi-hop DCRN
(MHDCRN). The fact that resources are allocated at each hop to a packet which
travels multiple hops before reaching the final destination in MHDCRNs is crucial in evaluating the overall utilization of resources in these networks. We refer
to the number of hops a packet traveled before reaching a node under consideration as hop-count. Loss of a packet with higher hop-count results in wastage of
all resources it has used in previous hops. Therefore, this information must be
taken into account during resource allocation at a particular node to maximize the
resource utilization in the network.
Only a little work has been done in the area of resource allocation in MHDCRNs (e.g., [69][70]). Authors in [69] propose and analyze joint route selection
and resource allocation scheme for OFDMA-based multi-hop CR network. They
have proposed an iterative scheme to optimize transmit power and allocated bandwidth jointly with route selection. A distributed spectrum allocation and power
control strategy has been developed considering inter-flow interferences and the
cumulative interference temperature in [70]. Authors in [70] have adopted the
TDM-based power control strategy to maximize end-to-end throughput by choosing multi-hop route and spectrum combination appropriately for each flow. However, both of these proposals mainly focus on route selection. To the best of our
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knowledge, consideration of hop-count in power allocation strategy has not been
efficiently addressed in literature so far.
Note that our focus in this chapter is on link layer (MAC layer) resource allocation, however, dynamic spectrum environment also brings research challenges
at network layer routing in the multi-hop DCRNs. The research conducted so far
indicates that it is very difficult to propose a general routing solution for multihop
cognitive environment as the cognitive environment differs from network to network depending on the PUs activities [25]. For example, if the PU channels, once
available, remain available for very long duration (e.g., for several communication
durations), the MHDCRNs are then very similar to multichannel multi-hop mesh
networks regarding routing problems. Routing solutions proposed for multi-hop
mesh networks are applicable to such static MHDCRNs. However, if the spectrum availability is more dynamic, CR-specific routing approaches should be used
to keep the performance acceptable. In some cases, the PU channel availability
are so dynamic that they are on average available for a shorter duration than communication duration. Since the path cannot be considered to be stable for a flow
duration, such networks may require per packet routing solutions. Opportunistic
packet forwarding based on instantaneous channel information may be preferable
to replace the end-to-end routing approaches in highly dynamic environment. Various routing approaches have been explored in the literature [18]–[20][71]–[77].
Although the focus of this thesis is not on routing protocol, in the following we
briefly discuss various routing protocol in literature for MHDCRN. For detail understanding about routing in MHDCRN, interested readers are directed to the provided references.
Dynamic routing protocols have been proposed in the literature to combat the
routing issues inherent in MHDCRNs. Authors in [76] have proposed a routing
scheme based on a probabilistic metric which takes into account the behavior of
PUs. The link cost is determined based on interference from PUs, occupancy rates
of PUs on the channels observed on that link and received signal strength. The
most probable path to destination is then selected by running a Dijkstra-like algo-
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rithm. A spectrum aware mesh routing (SAMER) has been proposed in [18] which
forms a forwarding mesh around the long-term shortest path and adjusts it periodically according to spectrum dynamics in distributed multi-hop CR Networks. It
computes all the paths of at most H hops (H is set higher than shortest path length)
and from these paths, it selects the one with the highest spectrum availability to
consider short-term performance gain. It tries to balance between long-term route
stability and short-term route performance. Building runtime mesh and its periodic updating can be expensive in DCRNs as they lack common broadcasting
medium because of heterogeneous spectrum availability.
Some other spectrum aware routing protocols have been proposed in literature [20][71][72]. The operations of all these protocols depend on a CCC and two
transceivers at each node. On the other hand, the spectrum aware routing proposed
in [73] uses a single transceiver with no CCC. It sends route request over all channels to the destination. The destination then selects spectrum for the shortest path
based on analytical estimates of various parameters like spectrum switching time
and channel contention. It does not use a CCC at the cost of broadcasting route
request on all channels, which may result in very high overhead. All these spectrum aware protocols [20][71]–[73] find route on-demand by flooding network
with route request. Therefore, route discovery and recovery may have high latency and overhead. To avoid the drawbacks of on-demand routing solutions, Xia
et al. have proposed a reinforcement learning based routing in [74]. It is inspired
by existing routing algorithms proposed for wired packet-switched networks: QRouting [78] and Dual Reinforcement Learning [79]. Each node stores a table of
Q values which show the number of available channels on the routes to various
destinations. The Q values are continuously updated while routing the packets
to different destinations. To find out the common channels with a neighbor, a
node transmits RTS on all of its available channels in succession. Reinforcement
learning based routing has also been proposed in [19].
In this thesis, while dealing with MHDCRNs, we assume that a routing protocol is in operation to decide about the next hop node for a packet being pro-
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Figure 4.1: A typical scenario of multi-hop distributed cognitive radio network.
cessed at any node. The processing node, therefore, knows the next hop of the
packet which leads forwarding packet toward its final destination. We propose
a cross-layer power allocation scheme for MHDCRNs which favors packets that
have already traveled higher number of hops. The work described in this section
has been published as [80]. The main contributions of this work lie in the facts
that the proposed scheme i) minimizes the wastage of resources a packet has already consumed in previous hops by providing higher priority to packets based on
hop-counts, and ii) guarantees QoS in terms of minimum signal to interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) to each packet.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Subsection 4.2.1 presents system model and discusses various assumptions for the proposed model. Problem
formulation and the proposed schemes are presented in Subsection 4.2.2. Then,
in Subsection 4.2.3, we provide selected simulation results to evaluate the pro-
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posed scheme. Finally, the section is concluded with some concluding remarks in
Subsection 4.2.4.
Notation: In this section, we represent column vectors by boldface alphabets
and the corresponding regular alphabet represents its element. The column vector
with unit elements is represented by 1. The transpose of a vector x is represented
by x T and ≽ represents element-wise inequality.

4.2.1

System Model

We consider a multi-hop ad hoc CR network with distributed architecture, where
each node is capable of transmitting data on multiple channels simultaneously.
This assumption is valid under different scenarios, for example when each user
node has multiple full-duplex transceivers as in [69], or when each user has single half-duplex or full-duplex transceiver capable of implementing discontinuous
OFDM [81] as discussed in [48] and the references therein or non-continuous
OFDM as discussed in [82]. The routing protocol at network layer selects the
end-to-end route between source–destination for any data packet. Therefore, there
is a defined multi-hop route from source to destination for each data packet in the
network based on the routing protocol implemented in the network. We have not
assumed any specific routing protocol; performance of the proposed scheme is
independent of implemented routing protocols.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical MHDCRN at a particular time instant. It depicts
the end-to-end routes for three packets between source–destination pairs S1 –D1 ,
S2 –D2 , and S3 –D3 , all of which pass through node N0 . Without loss of generality,
the packets travelling in the network through the node under consideration N0
is depicted in Figure 4.2. Here we study a resource allocation scenario at N0
which receives data packets originated from K sources S1 , . . . , SK routed towards
K destinations D1 , . . . , DK . For simplicity, let us represent the set of connection
indices by K = {1, . . . , K}. PHk and NHk respectively represent the previous
and next hop nodes with respect to the node N0 for data packet from source k.
We assume that hop-counts for all packets reaching N0 are known to the resource
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Figure 4.2: Simplified diagram of a multi-hop DCRN showing connections
to and from the node under consideration (N0 ).
allocator at N0 , and are equal to wk ∀k ∈ K . For example, w1 = 3, w2 = 1, and
w3 = 2 for the scenario shown in Figure 4.1. Note that hop-count information
is usually available in the packet header at network layer and can be shared to
resource allocator at link layer by a cross-layer cooperation between network and
MAC layer modules.
The node N0 reserves a channel for each packet. We assume that a MAC
protocol is in operation which coordinates and controls the channel sensing, and
channel selection and reservation in the network. A survey of various MAC protocols for distributed multi-hop CR networks can be found in [40]. Typically, the
MAC protocol allocates a periodic sensing phase in which each node senses many
channels and prepares a list of available channels, i.e., channels currently not occupied by PUs. After that each transmitter–receiver pair reserves channels for
upcoming transmission. We assume that N0 has the knowledge of channel gains
for all common channels between N0 and NHk for all k. Also note that N0 is the
only transmitter and NHk , ∀k are receivers. Therefore, N0 decides which channel
to use for each packet.
Let AN0 and ANHk denote the channel sets available at nodes N0 and NHk as
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determined by the channel sensing process. For simplicity, we assume that N0
assigns the best available channel to the packet that has already traveled maximum number of hops starting from the one with the highest hop-count. The best
available channel between N0 and NHk is given by
ck =

arg max
i∈{AN0 ∩ANHk ∩A¯R }

|hik |2 ,

where AR represents the set of channels reserved for other packets in previous
steps and hik is the channel coefficient for channel i on the link N0 –NHk . Now, ck
is added to the set AR before repeating the above steps for next packet. Our focus
in this section is to distribute power among packets after channel reservation and
before upcoming transmission at node N0 .
Let hk denote channel coefficient of the selected N0 –NHk channel. The received SINR at node NHk can be written as

γk = αk Pk ,

(4.1)

where αk = |hσk2| , Pk is the transmit power for kth packet, and σk2 is the variance of
k
noise at the kth receiver which includes thermal noise as well as interference from
PU transmitters.
2

4.2.2

Hop-count-based Power Allocation Scheme

Other parameters remaining unchanged, the achievable data rate is monotonically increasing function of transmit power. Let us define a user perceived utility
function R(·) as a concave monotonically increasing function of transmit powers
PK = [P1 , . . . , PK ]T . Our goal is to obtain optimal power allocation so as to maximize such a function. In the later part of this section, we describe two utility
functions, one of which is the proposed utility function in order to prioritize the
packet that has already traveled more hops, while the other is existing classical
function independent of the hop-counts.
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The problem of optimizing the available transmission power to maximize the
utility while satisfying minimum QoS guarantee for transmitted packets can be
written as P1:
R(PK , xK )

max

PK ,xxK

γk ≥ xk γk,min ,

subject to

∀k ∈ K

(4.2)

1T PK ≤ Pt ,
PK ≽ 0,
xk ∈ {0, 1},

∀k ∈ K ,

where x K is an indicator vector whose element xk is 1 when kth packet is selected
for transmission and 0 otherwise, γk is the SINR of received signal at NHk , and
γk,min is the minimum SINR required by kth packet for QoS satisfaction. For
simplicity, we assume that γk,min = γmin for all packets.
Note that the utility function R is usually chosen to be a non-linear function
of allocated powers. For example, it contains logarithmic terms when our goal is
to maximize the achievable sum rate. Therefore, P1 is a mixed integer non-linear
programming problem, for which an analytical solution is not straightforward. In
the following, we present a two-step iterative approach to find optimal solution
of P1. Before going to the solution, let us define a simplified problem for a set
of users S chosen from K , (i.e., S ⊆ K ) relaxing constraint (4.2) and setting
indicator variables to 1, as P2:
RS (PS ) = R(PS , 1)

max
PS

1T PS ≤ Pt ,

subject to

(4.3)

PS ≽ 0,
where vector PS is formed by elements Pk ∀k ∈ S .
The steps to solve problem P1 iteratively are outlined in Algorithm 2. The
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algorithm initially starts with S = K . Problem P2 is solved for S . In the next
step, we check constraint (4.2) for each packet. If one or more packets do not
satisfy constraint (4.2), the packet with worst next-hop SINR will be excluded
from S . Note that such case arises because it may not be possible to achieve
SINRs above threshold for all packets within given power budget. The above
steps are repeated until either all packets in S satisfy constraint (4.2) or there
is no packet for next iteration of power allocation. The packets which are not
allocated any power during this process due to limited power budget contribute to
the system outage.
Algorithm 2 Optimal Solution of P1
1: Given K , Pt , γmin
2: Set S ← K
3: while |S | ≥ 1 do
4:
Solve P2 to obtain P̃k ∀k ∈ S .
5:
Calculate γk ∀k ∈ S using (4.1).
6:
if min γk < γmin then
k∈S

7:

l ← arg min γk
k∈S

8:
S ← S \{l}
9:
xl∗ ← 0, Pl∗ ← 0
10:
else
11:
xk∗ ← 1, Pk∗ ← P̃k
12:
Break while loop
13:
end if
14: end while
15: return P∗K , x ∗K

∀k ∈ S

In the following, we define different utility functions and present corresponding analytical solutions of P2, each of which is required in Step 4 of Algorithm 2
for each case.
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Proposed hop-count-based utility function
We formulate a utility function in order to maximize the overall system capacity
with higher priority on next-hop SINR for data packets with higher hop-counts.
Hop-count-based weight is applied to SINR of each packet by defining the utility
function as
R1 (PK , x K ) = ∑ xk log (1 +Wk αk Pk ) ,
(4.4)
k∈K

where Wk represents the respective weight given to each packet. This weight can
be defined in various ways. We define Wk as
Wk = β min(wk , wmax ),
where scaling factor β is a design parameter which can take only positive values.
To combat false hop-information from adversary nodes and reduce the effect of
unintended routing loop, the value of wk is capped by wmax . It is worthwhile
to mention that for the packets originated at N0 , the node transmits it with the
highest priority. This may be implemented by: i) allocating required power for
such packet to ensure QoS before running allocation algorithm for rest of the
packets, or ii) by setting wk = wmax for such packet. We present the solution of P2
in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The optimal power allocation solution to problem P2 when R = R1 is
given by
(
)
1
1
P̃k = max 0, −
, ∀k ∈ S ,
(4.5)
ν̃ Wk αk
where ν̃ is chosen such that 1T P̃S = Pt .
Proof: For a set of users S , the objective function for P2 in this case can be
written as
R1S (PS ) = ∑ log (1 +Wk αk Pk ) ,
k∈S
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Since R1S (PS ) is concave on the optimization domain, P2 is a convex optimization problem. We obtain its analytical solution by using KKT-conditions. The
Lagrangian of the problem can be written as [64]
(
)
L (PS , ν , λ ) = −R1S (PS ) + ν 1T PS − Pt − λ T PS ,
where ν and λ = [λk ∀k ∈ S ]T are known as Lagrange multipliers. Representing
˜ the KKT conditions are
the value of a variable at optimal solution point by (·),
given by
1T P̃S ≤ Pt ,
P̃S ≽ 0,

(4.6)

ν̃ ≥ 0,
λ ≽ 0,
λ̃
)
ν̃ 1T P̃S − Pt = 0,
(

−

∂ R1S
∂ Pk

(4.7)
(4.8)

λ̃k P̃k = 0,

∀k ∈ S ,

(4.9)

+ ν̃ − λ̃k = 0,

∀k ∈ S .

(4.10)

Pk =P̃k

After some simplification, (4.10) can be re-written as

ν̃ = λ̃k +

Wk αk
,
1 +Wk αk P̃k

∀k ∈ S ,

(4.11)

and using (4.7), this can further be reduced to

ν̃ ≥

Wk αk
,
1 +Wk αk P̃k

∀k ∈ S .

(4.12)

Therefore, ν̃ > 0, and using (4.8),
1T P̃S = Pt ,
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(4.13)

i.e., constraint (4.3) becomes tight at the optimal point.
Let us first consider the case when ν̃ ≤ αkWk . In this case, inequality (4.12)
holds only for P̃k ̸= 0. Therefore, from (4.9), λ̃k = 0. Using this on (4.11), we can
write
1
1
P̃k = −
, ∀k ∈ S .
(4.14)
ν̃ Wk αk
Note that value of P̃k obtained from (4.14) is always nonnegative satisfying (4.6).
Now, consider the case when ν̃ > αkWk . Under this condition, from equation
(4.11), λ̃k > 0. From (4.9), this means P̃k = 0 for this condition.
Combining both the results, we obtain
{
P̃k =

1
ν̃

if ν̃ ≤ αkWk

− Wk1αk

0

otherwise,

which can be re-written as (4.5). Finally, as the calculated values of P̃k depend on
ν̃ , we choose ν̃ such that (4.13) is satisfied.
The power allocation scheme with utilization function R1 is referred to as proposed hop-count-based power allocation (HCB-PA) scheme in rest of the Section
4.2.
Utility function independent of hop-count
We also analyze the system performance when the utility function is a classical
one which is independent of hop-counts and compare the performance in this case
with that of the proposed HCB-PA scheme. For this case, the utility function R2
may be obtained by setting Wk = 1 ∀k in R1 given by (4.4), i.e.,
R2 (PK , x K ) =

∑

xk log (1 + αk Pk ) .

k∈K

For this case, the solution of P2 may be obtained from (4.5) by setting Wk = 1 ∀k.
In rest of the Section 4.2, the power allocation scheme with utility function R2 is
referred to as classical hop-count independent power allocation (HCI-PA) scheme.
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4.2.3

Simulation Results

Selected results obtained via computer simulations are presented in this subsection to analyze the performance of the proposed resource allocation scheme. We
assume that the nodes are distributed uniformly throughout the area under consideration. Therefore, without loss of generality we normalize the distance between
the nodes such that average distance is unity. The channel coefficients between the
nodes are modeled as zero-mean Rayleigh distributed complex random variables.
Moreover, since all the channels in such a case undergo similar path-loss and fading, we normalize the variance of all channels to unity. Usually, there is no line
of sight signal path between nodes in most of the modern wireless communication networks. Therefore, the assumption of Rayleigh faded channel coefficients
between the nodes should be reasonable for numerical analysis. Furthermore, the
results presented in this section are comparative results obtained for the classical
and the proposed schemes, therefore the assumption on channel coefficient should
not affect the nature of final conclusions. We also assume noise variance on each
channel to be unity, i.e., σk2 = 1 ∀k. Since channel coefficients change dynamically, we have taken each data point in the graphs as an average over 10, 000
independent channel realizations.
The node under consideration N0 may have multiple available channels common with next hop of each of the packets. Channel assignment is done following
the strategy described in Subsection 4.2.1. For all the simulations, we assume
wmax = 6, γmin = 1, and network diameter (i.e., maximum length of end-to-end
route) = 10.
Performance metrics
We compare the performance of the proposed HCB-PA with a classical HCI-PA
scheme. We have selected three performance metrics: one-hop throughput, resource wastage in the network, and outage at the node under consideration for
performance evaluation. One-hop throughput represents the throughput achievable within the power budget Pt considering next hop (with respect to N0 ) per84
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Figure 4.3: Resource wastage versus number of packets K (β = 1) for different values of power budget Pt .
formance only. In a multi-hop network, resources used by a packet in previous
hops may be assumed to be proportional to the hop-count. Therefore, if a scheme
fails to guarantee the required next-hop SINR to a packet with hop-count wk , we
consider a resource wastage of wk units for the entire network. This assumption
is reasonable when no retransmission is done by link layer. Outage represents the
fraction of total number of packets which are not allocated sufficient power by a
scheme to achieve a QoS in terms of predefined SINR threshold.
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Selected results
In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, we compare the resource wastage in network with the proposed HCB-PA and the classical HCI-PA schemes in operation. It can be seen
from Figure 4.3 that the proposed scheme outperforms HCI-PA for all values of
available power budget. This is achieved because the proposed scheme favors
packets with higher hop-counts. Performance of the proposed scheme improves
with increase in the number of packets to be transmitted. With an increase in value
of design parameter β , the packets with higher hop-counts are favored more. Owing to this, resource wastage is further decreased by the proposed scheme for
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Figure 4.5: Outage versus number of packets K (β = 1) for different values
of power budget Pt .
higher value of β , which is evident from Figure 4.4.
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 depict the one-hop outage performance of the proposed
HCB-PA scheme compared to the classical HCI-PA scheme. It is clear that the
proposed scheme decreases the outage probability efficiently. The outage performance of the proposed scheme improves with higher number of packets as well as
higher value of β . This is because, using the classical scheme, packets with lower
channel gains get lower transmit power which may not be sufficient to guarantee
the predefined QoS. In contrary, some of the packets may get sufficient power by
the proposed power allocation if the packets have higher Wk .
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Figure 4.6: Outage versus β (K = 8) for different values of power budget Pt .
Next, in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, we present the throughput performance of both
schemes. We observe that the throughput increases with increase in power budget
and number of packets for both schemes. It is obvious that throughput is independent of β for HCI-PA. We also observe that for very low β , throughput is slightly
better with HCI-PA, but an increase in β provides opportunity for HCB-PA in
outperforming HCI-PA. Even though there is not much difference between the
throughput obtained by either schemes, HCB-PA throughput is slightly higher in
most of the cases. This is because of the lower outage offered by the proposed
HCB-PA as discussed above.
When value of β is 1 or more, the proposed HCB-PA scheme outperforms the
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Figure 4.7: Throughput versus number of packets K (β = 1) for different
values of power budget Pt .
classical HCI-PA in all respects, i.e., throughput, resource wastage and outage. It
is apparent that the proposed scheme is able to decrease the outage and resource
wastage in the network without decreasing the one-hop throughput. Therefore,
the proposed scheme can improve the network-wide resource utilization while
improving one-hop performance at the same time.

4.2.4

Concluding Remarks

In Section 4.2, we formulated a power allocation problem based on cross-layer
approach for a multi-hop distributed cognitive radio network in order to decrease
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Figure 4.8: Throughput versus β (K = 8) for different values of power budget Pt .
wastage of network resources. The proposed scheme favors the data packets
which have already used higher amount of resources in previous hops. We considered the number of hops traveled by a packet as a basis to estimate the amount
of network resources already invested on the packet. A design parameter was also
introduced which decides the priority level for packets with higher hop-counts.
Simulation results showed that the proposed scheme reduces resource wastage
and QoS outage in the network without any decrease in system throughput.
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4.3

Joint Power and Subcarrier Allocation in
Multi-hop OFDMA Network

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been identified as the
transmission technology for next generation wireless systems due to its key advantages over other widely used wireless access techniques such as time division
multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and code
division multiple access (CDMA) [83][84]. The main advantage of OFDM is
that the wireless channel is divided into many narrow-band, low-rate, frequencynonselective subcarriers so that multiple symbols can be transmitted in parallel
while maintaining a high spectral efficiency. In orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA), each subcarrier may carry data intended for a different user. This results in a simple multiple access scheme called OFDMA which
also enables the transmission of multiple media with varying quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements within the same radio link by efficient allocation of radio resources (power and subcarriers). Different modulation and/or coding scheme may
be employed for different subcarriers and therefore for different users depending
upon their instantaneous channel gain of the particular subcarrier. Besides the implementation flexibility, the low complexity required in transmission and reception, robustness against frequency-selective fading channels (using OFDM with
channel coding) and robustness against the inter-symbol interference (ISI) (using a cyclic prefix) present OFDM as a highly attractive candidate for high datarate communications over time-varying frequency-selective wireless environment
[83].
Recently, OFDMA has emerged as one of the prime multiple access techniques to enhance data rates in future wireless systems operating in frequencyselective fading environments [84]–[86]. The main advantage of OFDMA lies
in its capability to exploit the multiuser diversity through subcarrier allocation
[86][87]. Compared to centralized architecture based multi-hop wireless networks, a distributed one can be more practical choice due to its ability of easier
and faster deployment, lower system complexity and lower cost of implementation
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[40][63]. Therefore, in this section, we focus on distributed multi-hop OFDMA
(MHOFDMA) wireless networks.
The use of OFDMA introduces the issue of subcarrier allocation to various
packets/users and also the power allocation to multiple orthogonal frequency subcarriers used in the transmission. These resource allocation (RA) issues have
been well addressed in the literature [86][88] and the references therein. However, most of the work in literature focuses on RA schemes optimizing single hop
performance. The link layer resource allocators at a node in these schemes assume all packets to be identical and ignore the fact that various packets may have
traveled different number of hops before arriving that particular node. Therefore,
most of the existing schemes may not be well suited to optimize performance of a
MHOFDMA network.
As discussed in Section 4.2, losing a packet with higher hop-count causes
more resource wastage in such networks as resources need to be allocated at each
hop to a packet. Therefore, this information must be taken into account during
resource allocation at a particular node to maximize the resource utilization. In
the following section, we explore hop-count based resource allocation schemes
for Multi-hop OFDMA Networks.
Only a little work has been done in the area of RA in MHOFDMA networks
(e.g., [69][89]–[92]). However, none of them have considered the hop-count in
their RA schemes. For example, authors in [69] propose and analyze joint route
selection and resource allocation scheme for an OFDMA-based multi-hop cognitive radio network. They have proposed an iterative scheme to optimize transmit
power and allocated bandwidth jointly with route selection. However, authors
mainly focus on route selection.
An RA scheme is proposed in [89] to maximize end-to-end transmission data
rate in an OFDM based linear multi-hop network. The proposed scheme allocates
power on each subcarrier over each hop and transmission time for each hop at the
beginning of each frame to ensure equal instantaneous transmission rate over all
hops. However, the scheme has impractical assumptions such as one dimensional
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linear network structure and only one packet transmission at any time. Schedular
knows the global channel state information in advance, and channel state on each
subcarrier remains invariant during the entire time frame. Also the authors in [89]
have optimized the resource utilization for only one packet transmission in the
network at any time.
Similarly, authors in [92] maximize the minimum throughput among all nodes
under the routing and physical layer constrains for a cooperative relaying-enabled
MHOFDMA network. The proposed scheme requires a centralized network controller and therefore, may not be suitable for distributed MHOFDMA networks.
To the best of our knowledge, consideration of hop-count for resource allocation
in MHOFDMA has not been efficiently addressed in literature so far.
In this Section, we propose a cross-layer power and subcarrier allocation scheme
for MHOFDMA which favors packets having higher hop-counts. We published
the work described in this section as [93]. The proposed scheme i) minimizes
the wastage of resources a packet has already consumed in previous hops in
MHOFDMA by providing higher priority to packet based on hop-counts, and ii)
addresses joint allocation of subcarriers and power to optimize the system performance.
The rest of the Section 4.3 is organized as follows. Subsection 4.3.1 presents
system model and discusses various assumptions for the proposed model. Problem formulation and the proposed scheme are presented in Subsection 4.3.2. Then,
in Subsection 4.3.3 we provide selected simulation results to evaluate the proposed
scheme. Finally, the section is concluded in Subsection 4.3.4.
Notation: In this Section, we represent matrices and vectors by boldface alphabets and the corresponding regular alphabet represents their element. The column vector with unit elements is represented by 1. The transpose of a vector x (or
matrix X) is represented by x T (or XT ) whereas ≽ and ≼ represent element-wise
inequalities.
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4.3.1

System Model

We consider a multi-hop ad hoc OFDMA network with a distributed architecture.
We assume that the available bandwidth is divided into N frequency-flat subcarriers so that the broadband communication between nodes takes place using OFDM
technique. Let N = {1, . . . , N} denotes the set of subcarriers. Therefore, at link
layer a node can transmit multiple data packets to different nodes simultaneously
by assigning one or more subcarriers to each of them. The routing protocol at network layer selects the end-to-end route between source–destination for any data
packet. Therefore, there is a defined multi-hop route from source to destination
for each data packet in the network based on the implemented routing protocol.
We have not assumed any specific routing protocol; performance of the proposed
scheme is independent of implemented routing protocols.
Consider a typical distributed MHOFDMA network at a particular time instant
when there are three packet transmission sessions between source–destination
pairs S1 –D1 , S2 –D2 , and S3 –D3 . Also assume that the end-to-end routes between these pairs pass through a node N0 . Without loss of generality, the packets
routed in the network through the node under consideration (N0 ) are depicted
in Figure 4.9. Here we study a resource allocation scenario at N0 which receives data packets originated from K sources S1 , . . . , SK routed towards K destinations D1 , . . . , DK . For simplicity, let us represent the set of connection indices by
K = {1, . . . , K}. PHk and NHk respectively represent the previous and next hop
nodes with respect to the node N0 for data packet from source k. Let φk ∀k ∈ K
represent hop-counts for all packets reaching N0 which are known to the resource
allocator at N0 . Note that hop-count information is usually available in the packet
header at network layer and can be shared to resource allocator at link layer by a
cross-layer cooperation between network and MAC layer modules.
We assume that N0 has the knowledge of channel gains for all subcarriers
between N0 and NHk for all k. Let hn,k denote channel coefficient of N0 –NHk link
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Figure 4.9: Simplified diagram of a multi-hop OFDMA network showing
packet transmissions through the node under consideration (N0 ).
on subcarrier n. The received SNR at node NHk can be written as

γk = αn,k Pn,k ,
where αn,k =

|hn,k |2
,
σk2

(4.15)

Pn,k is the transmit power for kth packet on subcarrier n, and

σk2 is the variance of noise at the kth receiver. Let PN ,K be an N × K matrix
formed by the elements Pn,k , ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K .

4.3.2

Hop-count-based Sub-carrier and Power Allocation
Scheme

Other parameters remaining unchanged, the achievable data rate is usually monotonically increasing function of allocated subcarriers and transmit power. Let us
define a user perceived utility function U(·) as a concave monotonically increasing function of allocated subcarriers and transmit powers. Our goal is to obtain
optimal joint subcarrier and power allocation so as to maximize such function.
It is customary to define U(·) as the summation of normalized channel capacity
for all users. In the later part of this section, we describe two utility functions,
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one of which is the proposed utility function in order to prioritize the packet that
has already traveled more hops while the other is existing classical function independent of the hop-counts. The problem of jointly optimizing the available
subcarriers and transmission power allocation to maximize the utility within the
given power budget can be written as P3:
max

PN ,K ,XN ,K

subject to

U(PN ,K , XN ,K )
1T PN ,K 1 ≤ Pt ,
XN ,K 1 ≼ 1,
PN ,K ≽ 0,
xn,k ∈ {0, 1},

∀xn,k ∈ XN ,K ,

(4.16)

where XN ,K is an N × K indicator matrix whose element xn,k is 1 when nth
subcarrier is assigned to kth packet for transmission and 0 otherwise, and Pt is the
total transmission power budget for node N0 .
Note that the utility function U(·) is usually chosen to be a non-linear function
of allocated subcarriers and powers. For example, it contains logarithmic terms
when our goal is to maximize the achievable sum rate. Therefore, P3 is a mixed
integer non-linear programming problem, for which an analytical solution is not
straightforward. In the following, we present a heuristic based approach to find
suboptimal solution of P3. We first relax integer constraint (4.16) allowing xn,k to
be continuous variable and define a non-linear problem as P4:
max

PN ,K ,XN ,K

subject to

U(PN ,K , XN ,K )
1T PN ,K 1 ≤ Pt ,
XN ,K 1 ≼ 1,
PN ,K ≽ 0,
XN ,K ≽ 0.
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(4.17)

If utility function U(·) is concave, Problem P4 is a convex optimization problem and there exist approaches in literature to solve it numerically [64]. We will
provide analytical solutions for Problem P4 in special cases shortly.
Algorithm 3 outlines the steps to find suboptimal solution to Problem P3. The
algorithm divides the problem into two steps. Initially, it finds the subcarrier allocation to different packets. In this step, each subcarrier is allocated to at most one
packet. Problem P4 is solved to get XN ,K assuming equal power allocation. The
nth subcarrier is then assigned to the packet k for which xn,k is highest. In case of
ties (i.e., when xn,k are equal for two or more packets), the subcarrier is allocated
to the packet which has least number of subcarriers allocated at that point of time.
Further ties are resolved by random approach. Once the subcarrier allocation (i.e.,
XN ,K ) is known, PN ,K is calculated by solving P4 in second step.
Algorithm 3 Suboptimal Solution of P3
Subcarrier Allocation:
Pt
1: Calculate PN ,K using Pn,k = NK
∀Pn,k ∈ PN ,K
2: Given PN ,K , Solve P4 to obtain XN ,K .
3: for n ∈ N do
4:
if max XN ,K > 0 then
k∈K

5:

i ← arg max XN ,K
k∈K

6:
xn,i ← 1
7:
for k ∈ K \{i} do
8:
xn,k ← 0
9:
end for
10:
end if
11: end for

Power Allocation:
12: Given XN ,K , Solve P4 to Obtain PN ,K
13: return PN ,K , XN ,K
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Proposed Hop-Count-Based Utility Function
In this section, we propose a utility function which favors packets with higher hopcounts. The proposed utility function maximizes the overall system capacity by
ensuring more priority on next-hop SNR for data packets with higher hop-counts.
Hop-count-based weight is applied to SNR of each packet by defining the utility
function as
U1 (PN ,K , XN ,K ) =

∑ ∑

)
(
log 1 + βk αn,k Pn,k xn,k ,

(4.18)

n∈N k∈K

where βk represents the respective weight given to packet k ∀ k ∈ K . This weight
can be defined in various ways. We define βk as

βk = η min(φk , βmax ),
where scaling factor η is a design parameter which can take only positive values. It defines the level of priority given to the packets with higher hop-counts.
Higher value of η provides more priority to such packets. To combat false hopinformation from adversary nodes and reduce the effect of unintended routing
loop, the value of βk is capped by βmax . It is worthwhile to mention that for
the packets originated at N0 , the node transmits it with the highest priority. This
may be implemented by: i) allocating required subcarriers and power for such
packet before running allocation algorithm for rest of the packets, or ii) by setting
βk = βmax for such a packet.
Theorem 2 When subcarrier allocation (i.e., XN ,K ) is known, the optimal power
allocation (PN ,K ) can be obtained by solving problem P4 and is given by
(
)
1
1
P̃n,k = max 0, −
,
ν̃ βk αn,k xn,k

∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K ,

(4.19)

where ν̃ is chosen such that 1T P̃N ,K 1 = Pt . Eq. (4.19) is required in step 12 of
Algorithm 3 to calculate PN ,K .
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Proof: Proof is provided in Appendix B.
Theorem 3 When power allocation (i.e., PN ,K ) is known, problem P4 can be
solved to obtain XN ,K as follows:
)
(
1
1
, ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K ,
x̃n,k = max 0, −
λ̃n βk αn,k Pn,k
where λ̃n ∀n is chosen such that

∑

(4.20)

x̃n,k = 1. Note that step 2 of Algorithm 3

k∈K

needs (4.20) to calculate XN ,K .
Proof: Proof can be derived using a similar approach as in the Proof of Theorem 2.
In the rest of the Section 4.3, we refer to resource allocation scheme with
utilization function U1 as proposed hop-count-based resource allocation (HCBRA) scheme.
Classical Hop-Count Independent Utility Function
We also analyze the system performance when the utility function is a classical
one which is independent of hop-counts and compare its performance with that of
the proposed HCB-RA scheme. For this case, the utility function U2 is independent of βk ∀k ∈ K and is given by
U2 (PN ,K , XN ,K ) =

∑ ∑

(
)
log 1 + αn,k Pn,k xn,k .

(4.21)

n∈N k∈K

In this case, the solution of P4 may be obtained from (4.19) and (4.20) by setting
βk = 1 ∀k ∈ K . In the rest of the Section 4.3, the resource allocation scheme
with utility function U2 is referred to as classical hop-count independent resource
allocation (HCI-RA) scheme.
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4.3.3

Simulation Results

Selected results obtained via computer simulations are presented in this section to
analyze the performance of the proposed resource allocation scheme. We assume
that the nodes are distributed uniformly throughout the area under consideration.
Therefore, without loss of generality we normalize the distance between the nodes
such that average distance is unity. The channel coefficients between the nodes
are modeled as zero-mean Rayleigh distributed complex random variables. Moreover, since all the channels in such a case undergo similar path-loss and fading, we
normalize the variance of all channels to unity. We also assume noise variance on
2 = 1, ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K . Usually, there is no line
each channel to be unity, i.e., σn,k
of sight signal path between nodes in most of the modern wireless communication networks. Therefore, the assumption of Rayleigh faded channel coefficients
between the nodes should be reasonable for numerical analysis. Furthermore, the
results presented in this section are comparative results obtained for the classical
and the proposed schemes, therefore the assumption on channel coefficient should
not affect the nature of final conclusions. Since channel coefficients change dynamically, we have taken each data point in the graphs as an average over 10, 000
independent channel realizations. We assume βmax = 6, and network diameter
(i.e., maximum length of end-to-end route) = 10 for all simulations. In addition,
βk is normalized by βmax so that βk ≤ 1.
Performance metrics
We have selected three parameters to compare performance of the proposed HCBRA with that of the classical HCI-RA scheme. The selected parameters are system
outage, resource wastage in the network, and one-hop goodput. We assume that
for a packet being successfully transmitted to the next hop, it must be guaranteed
with a predefined minimum data rate of Rmin . The system outage in this section
represents the fraction of total number of packets which are not allocated sufficient
subcarriers and power by a scheme to achieve a minimum data rate of Rmin .
We have analyzed resource wastage as an index to estimate the effect of re100
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Figure 4.10: Resource wastage versus number of packets K for different values of power budget Pt .
source allocation at a node to the entire network. In a multi-hop network, resources used by a packet in previous hops may be assumed to be proportional
to the hop-count for simplicity. Note that in practical networks, resource allocations to a packet at different previous hops are not the same, and hence total
resources used by a packet in previous hops may not be exactly proportional to
the hop-count. If a scheme fails to guarantee the required minimum data rate of
Rmin to a packet with hop-count φk , we consider network resource wastage of
φk units. This assumption is reasonable when no retransmission is done by the
link layer. Goodput represents the total throughput of only those packets which
have data rate more than Rmin . One-hop goodput represents the useful throughput
achievable within the power budget Pt considering next hop’s (with respect to N0 )
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Figure 4.11: Variation of resource wastage with threshold data rate Rmin for
different number of packets K.
performance only.
Selected results
In Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, we compare the network resource wastage with the proposed HCB-RA and the classical HCI-RA schemes in operation. It can be seen
from these figures that the proposed scheme outperforms HCI-RA for all values
of available power budget for a given Rmin and vice-versa. This is achieved because the proposed scheme favors packets with higher hop-counts. Performance
of the proposed scheme improves with increase in the number of packets to be
transmitted. This is because with higher number of packets, resources (subcarrier
and power) become insufficient to satisfy transmission requirements of all pack102
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Figure 4.12: Goodput versus number of packets K for different values of
power budget Pt .
ets and the proposed scheme smartly favors packets with higher hop-counts under
such situation minimizing the network-wide resource wastage.
Next, we present the one-hop goodput performance of both schemes in Figs.
4.12 and 4.13. From Figure 4.12, it is clear that the goodput of both schemes
increases with increase in power budget for a specified Rmin as more packets can
achieve the data rate higher than Rmin . Due to the same reason, the goodput of both
schemes increases with relaxing the Rmin requirement for a given power budget
as shown in Figure 4.13. When the resources are sufficient (i.e., power budget
is higher for a given number of packets) and Rmin requirement is not stringent
(i.e., lower Rmin ), the classical scheme works well. However, once the resources
are not sufficient or Rmin requirement is stringent for given number of packets,
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Figure 4.13: Variation of goodput with threshold data rate Rmin for different
number of packets K.
the proposed scheme outperforms HCI-RA. This is because of the lower outage
offered by the proposed HCB-RA under such a condition as explained below.
Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 depict the one-hop outage performance of the proposed
HCB-RA scheme compared to the classical HCI-RA scheme. When the resources
are sufficient and Rmin requirement is lower, the classical HCI-RA performs slightly
better. The reason is that under such a scenario, favoring packets with higher
βk in the proposed scheme may result in starvation of some packets with lower
hop-counts which may get more resources in the classical HCI-RA. However,
the proposed scheme decreases the outage probability more efficiently when the
resources are not sufficient and starts outperforming HCI-RA. The outage performance of the proposed scheme improves with higher number of packets as well
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Figure 4.14: Outage versus number of packets K for different values of
power budget Pt .
as higher value of Rmin . This is because, using the classical scheme, packets with
lower channel gains get lower transmit power and less number of subcarrier which
may not be sufficient to guarantee the predefined Rmin . In contrary, some of such
packets may get sufficient power and subcarriers by the proposed scheme if the
packets have higher βk .
It is apparent that the proposed scheme is able to decrease the resource wastage
in the network while keeping the one-hop goodput and outage comparable with
those in the classical scheme. Therefore, the proposed scheme can improve the
network-wide resource utilization without degrading one-hop performance at the
same time. When resources are not sufficient or Rmin requirement is higher, the
proposed HCB-RA scheme outperforms the classical HCI-RA in all three consid-
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Figure 4.15: Outage versus threshold data rate Rmin for different number of
packets K.
ered aspects, i.e., resource wastage, goodput and outage. Note that resources are
limited compared to traffic demand most of the time in modern wireless networks
and hence the proposed scheme should be a better option compared to the classical
HCI-RA.

4.3.4

Concluding Remarks

In this Section, we proposed a hop-count based resource allocation scheme to minimize the network-wide resource wastage in a multi-hop OFDMA network. The
proposed scheme jointly allocates subcarrier and power providing higher priority
to packets which have already utilized more resources in the previous hops. A
design parameter has also been introduced to customize the level of priority given
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to packets with higher hop-counts.
We first modeled the resource allocation criteria as a mixed integer non-linear
optimization problem, and then proposed a low complexity algorithm to allocate
the subcarriers and power suboptimally. In the suboptimal formulation, we relaxed the integer constraint in order to obtain a convex optimization problem and
solved it analytically using Lagrangian dual. The simulation results showed that
the proposed scheme is very effective in minimizing the resource wastage without affecting the one-hop useful throughput and without notable degradation in
system outage.
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Chapter 5
Virtualization of Radio Access in
Future Generation Cellular
Networks: Potentials, Challenges
and Solution Approaches
5.1

Introduction

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we proposed MAC framework, QoS provisioning module,
admission control mechanism and resource allocation schemes for cognitive radio
networks. In this chapter, we explore the virtualization of radio access part of the
future generation cellular networks. Virtualization of radio access part of cellular system is crucial to implement the concept of network virtualization in future
generation cellular system. The MAC framework, QoS provisioning module, admission control mechanism and resource allocation schemes proposed in previous
chapters can be customized to develop various modules enabling virtualization of
radio access part of the future generation cellular networks. Therefore, virtualization of radio access may be considered as a specific use case of research work
presented in previous chapters.
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Network virtualization (NV) is a novel approach enabling existence of multiple virtual networks (VNs), which may have different network interfaces or
architectures, on a common physical infrastructure and resources [34]–[36]. It
allows multiple operators (or several networks with different interfaces belonging to the same operator) to share the same physical resources in a more flexible
and dynamic manner utilizing the resources more efficiently. However, it needs
the physical resources/infrastructure to be virtualized into a number of virtual resources which are then offered to different VNs. Since NV has tremendous potential to enhance resource utilization and enable coexistence of heterogeneous
wireless networks, it has attracted the attention of a huge research community as a
candidate for next-generation networking paradigm [34]. NV is now being considered as a potential technique to develop future generation wireless networks. As
a result, several projects have been initiated on it globally such as 4WARD [35],
VINI [94], Cabernet [95], VN architecture in [96] and the references therein.
In addition to enhancing the utilization of physical infrastructure/resources,
NV can reduce carbon emission and energy consumption, provide opportunity to
build up networks from multiple operators (or with multiple interfaces) on the
same physical infrastructure, and decrease overall interference in the networks.
Virtualization is a technique which efficiently controls and coordinates the interaction between users, applications, and computing resources independent of
physical specification of resources [97]. Virtualization itself is not a very new
concept. For example, significant amount of work can be found on virtualization
of servers, nodes and wire line links in the literature [37] –[39]. However, only
a few works have been reported on the virtualization of radio access part of the
wireless networks. Since virtualization of radio access part is crucial for the successful implementation of NV concept, significant research is essential to develop
virtual radio access in these networks. In this chapter, we will discuss the selected
research challenges, implementation issues and solution approaches for the practical deployment of NV concept in wireless communication systems, particularly
in cellular networks. We also discuss the potential of the cognitive radio technique
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in respect to enabling network virtualization.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 investigates and
identifies various research challenges and implementation issues for enabling NV.
Then in Section 5.3, we present potential solution approaches to address the research issues identified in the previous section. This section also explores selected major approaches to achieve carbon efficient green communication by NV.
Furthermore, we have discussed the potential of the cognitive radio technique in
co-existence of non-cooperative VNs. The Chapter is concluded by concluding
remarks in Section 5.4.

5.2

Research Challenges and Implementation
Issues

NV enables sharing of over-provisioned wireless infrastructure whose usage in
traditional approach is much lower than the resources it consists of [98]. NV can
change the role of traditional wireless operators and decouple its role into two entities: (i) infrastructure providers and service providers. Infrastructure providers
manage physical resources and infrastructure, while service providers can create
VNs by leasing resources from one or more infrastructure providers [34]. Hence,
NV enables a networking environment which consists of several heterogeneous
network architectures from different service providers. NV provides flexibility,
promotes diversity, increases manageability, enhances infrastructure utilization
and can also enable green communication by promoting carbon emission reduction. However, full potential of NV of cellular systems hinges on the development
of advanced techniques and protocols required for successful virtualization of radio access part of cellular systems. In the following, we discuss some of the major
challenges related to the implementation of NV in cellular systems.
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5.2.1

Design of Virtualized BS

In cellular systems, key factor to enable NV is design/implementation of a virtualized BS (VBS). Since BS handles the access to radio channel and scheduling
of air interface resources, the BS must be virtualized in order to virtualize the air
interface in the cellular systems [36]. VBS allows multiple VNs to share the same
set of physical resources and implement separate customized control protocols
on them. Since VBS handles multiple heterogeneous VNs, it must have multiple
virtual BS instances so that each VN will be assigned to one of them. Implementation of efficient VBS is the main challenge in virtualization of existing cellular
systems and is an open research problem.

5.2.2

Coexistence of Multiple VNs and Scalability

NV must allow coexistence of multiple VNs from same or different service providers
on shared physical resources. Each VN may span over part or full underlying
physical network infrastructure from one or more infrastructure providers. Scalability support is a crucial feature needed in the NV. The reason is that multiple VNs
may not be implemented at the same time. The NV must support addition/removal
of new/existing VNs in the future without affecting the performance of other VNs
[34].

5.2.3

Heterogeneity Support and Backward Compatibility

Coexistence of heterogenous VNs are inevitable in the future generation wireless
networks [36]. Therefore, heterogeneity support is unavoidable in NV. Moreover,
NV must ensure the compatibility with the existing cellular network considering
it as one of the VNs. However, how to achieve backward compatibility is still an
open research challenge.
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5.2.4

Isolation Between VNs and Overall System Stability

NV should ensure the isolation between VNs. The fault, error and reconfiguration in one VN should not affect or destabilize the operation of other existing
VNs. However, fault in physical infrastructure may affect the operation of all
VNs. Therefore, there should be some mechanisms in the VNs which can bring
them back to the stable states in case of instability generated by fault in the infrastructure [34].

5.2.5

Green Communication Support in Modern Cellular
Systems

Energy consumption in wireless communication is increasing every year and this
trend seems to continue in the near future. The increasing energy consumption
also increases the carbon emission in the environment. Therefore, recently, green
wireless communication has attracted attention of a huge research community due
to increasing operational cost of wireless networks and its adverse effect on the
environment [99]–[101]. In this section, we will discuss the issues and challenges
related to the carbon efficient ( and/or energy efficient) cellular system design.
Carbon Emission Measurement
Quantitative measure of carbon emission and classification of devices/components
based on its carbon reduction efficiency is necessary to propose a green network
architecture. Only quantitative measure of energy/power consumption by a device does not specify the related carbon emission quantity. Power supply source
and the power generation techniques play a vital role in quantifying the carbon
emission. For example, use of a chargeable battery which can be charged by solar power should be greener than electricity supply generated by coal. Carbon
emission by electricity again depends on the technique used to generate the electricity. Electricity generated by hydro-power, wind energy and solar energy are
far greener than that generated by burning coal. Therefore, our objective should
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be utilizing the network components run by greener energy sources as much as
possible in order to minimize the overall carbon emission. Most of the works
in literature ignore the contribution of power generation techniques in the carbon
reduction (green) schemes. Based on these factors, each device should have a
carbon emission level (CEL) assigned to it.
Performance Metrics for Carbon Efficient Networks
Performance metrics are indicators of efficiency and effectiveness of a scheme or
design approach to achieve an objective. Understanding and selection of these
metrics are vital for the quantitative evaluation of the scheme or design approach.
In the context of green performance of cellular networks, the green metrics can
be defined at component, device and system/network levels [99]. The metrics at
component and device levels indicate the green performance of individual component and device, while green metric at network level evaluate the performance
at system/network level.
Energy efficiency (EE) [99][102] and carbon reduction efficiency (CRE) are
related to each other. However, EE alone may not be sufficient to quantity the
CRE. CEL of a device/component has significant effect on CRE. Energy efficiency can be measured using EE metrics such as power consumption per unit
throughput (J/bit), power needed per unit coverage area to operate a cellular system (W /m2 ), power consumption per subscriber served, and ratio of output power
to the input power for a component [99][102]. The CRE metrics can be defined
in the similar way such as in total carbon emission per unit system throughput,
carbon emission to serve a unit coverage area (suitable for low traffic rural area)
and carbon emission per served subscriber (suitable for heavy traffic urban area).

5.2.6

Fair and Transparent Sharing of Infrastructure and
Other Physical Resources among VNs

Since each VN operator pays money to utilize the common physical resources
and infrastructure in the network vitualization concept, there must be a fair and
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efficient scheme at VBS to share the air resources such as spectram/subcarriers/codewords, time slots and power [36]. Sharing resources based on VN operator’s
contract and payment is challenging. However, it is crucial in the practical network.

5.3

Possible Solution Approaches and Research
Scopes

In this section, we will discuss approaches to address selected research challenges
identified in the previous section.

5.3.1

Implementation of Virtualized BS

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, how to implement a VBS concept is the key hinderance in virtualization of air interface of cellular systems. In this section, we
discuss one of the ways to devise VBS.
Generally, virtualization of the BS is a kind of node virtualization. There are
many ways to virtualize a node. For example, the physical resources (such as processor, memory and I/O devices) of the node (BS) can be shared between multiple
instances of virtual operating systems [36]. Let us call the module, responsible
for scheduling these physical resources of BS, as virtualization Enabler (VE). VE
will be responsible for virtualizing the BS into a number of virtual BS instances,
each of which is assigned to one VN. Access to physical resources (such as processor, memory and I/O devices) of physical BS by these virtual BS instances will
be controlled and scheduled by VE. Furthermore, the allocation of radio resources
(such as frequency/subcarriers/codewords, time slots and transmit power) among
these virtual BS instances will also be controlled and scheduled by VE. Usually,
VE collects the information such as channel conditions, traffic load, QoS requirements, contract related information, and carbon efficiency information from all
VNs. Then, based on these information, VE schedules the air interface resources
to the individual VN. Note that VNs do not need to be aware of the virtualization
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of BS.
In practice, VBS can simply be considered as the module VE. Moreover, a
single VE can be connected to multiple physical BSs. These physical BSs may
have either the same or different air interfaces. Therefore, VBS can be considered
as a new module in virtualized cellular systems which controls the usage of a set
of physical BSs. In the rest of this chapter, we use VBS and VE interchangeably.
VBS may need to have a powerful processor, huge memory and several I/O interfaces to which all users/mobile stations from various VNs will be connected to
get the service. Technically, VBS is a processor which controls several physical
BSs with same/different air-interfaces.
VBS will be the main unit/module in the virtualized cellular systems which
is responsible for efficient implementation of resource allocation, scheduling, admission control, handover, and network wide cooperation and coordination. Therefore, further research is required to design a VBS carefully to optimize the system
performance by integrating these operations.

5.3.2

Virtualized MAC Protocol Design and Effective
Scheduling & Admission Control Schemes

The current MAC protocols and schemes designed for cellular systems will not be
enough to coordinate access in virtualized wireless networks. New MAC frame
structure, control messages and signaling protocol have to be defined. We should
design the key building blocks for the MAC layer exclusively customized for virtual wireless networking architecture. After designing the MAC protocol, the
next problems that we should handle is the MAC scheduling scheme and QoS
provisioning framework that will be needed to meet the QoS requirement of users
from various VNs. This involves designing QoS signaling schemes in the MAC
protocol, making the scheduling scheme QoS aware and integrating QoS-aware
admission control scheme with the MAC protocol. Therefore, MAC layer should
be designed to integrate resource allocation schemes, scheduling and admission
control schemes together for QoS provisioning.
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Design of Smart Virtualized MAC
In developing the virtualized MAC protocol, we should design its essential building blocks exclusively for NV such as frame structure and timing, MAC management messages and details of their usage, network entry and initial ranging,
construction of MPDUs from packets received from higher layers at each VN,
signaling between VBS and VNs for bandwidth/resource request and allocations,
and signaling for adding new connection/VN or removing any existing connection/VN. NV may need multiple virtual MAC protocols at the VBS to handle the
diversity of service requests from heterogeneous VNs. Since network coordination and cooperation are primarily performed at MAC layer, design of efficient
virtualized MAC protocol is essential for successful implementation of NV concept. In the following, we describe other key modules which are integral parts of
MAC operation.
Resource Allocation and Scheduling
Efficient resource allocation and scheduling of infrastructure and other physical
resources among multiple VN requests is of extreme importance in order to maximize resource/infrastructure utilization, the number of coexisting VNs, carbon
reduction efficiency, and revenue [34]. However, some of these objectives of resource allocation and scheduling may be conflicting to each other and a trade off
between them are inevitable in practice. For example, making the network green
by minimizing carbon emission and revenue maximization may not be achieved
simultaneously in traditional resource allocation and scheduling approaches. New
approaches should be investigated to find a balance between these conflicting objectives. The scheduling and resource allocation may also be based on the contracts signed with VNs or the different amount of payments made by VNs. The
VN which pays more money, may want higher priority during resource allocation and scheduling in the commercial wireless networks. We need to consider
all these factors while proposing resource allocation and scheduling schemes for
virtualized cellular systems.
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Admission Control
Since physical resources are shared by several VNs with different service demands
(QoS requirements), resources may not be sufficient to fulfil the QoS of all VNs.
Therefore, there should be an admission control mechanism which accepts new
VN only if physical resources are sufficient to fulfil the QoS requirement of existing and the new VNs. Admission control should be developed at the VN level
rather than for a node or link. These admission control module can be incorporated at the VBS to decide the acceptance/rejection of service request from VNs.
Alternately, VBS can send the estimate of physical resources portion available to
each VN and then VN can implement an admission control to accept/reject different kinds of service requests within the VN. Since same physical resources are
shared by several VNs, admission control mechanism is essential to maintain fairness among VNs and to assure a QoS guarantee to end-users of each VN. Such
an admission control also requires message/information exchange among several
modules of the network which may incur very high overhead. How to efficiently
incorporate an admission control mechanism in NV is a difficult research problem.
Fairness Among VNs
Resource allocation, scheduling and admission control are key factors to ensure
efficient sharing of infrastructure and physical resources in the virtualized cellular systems. The resource sharing can be devised based on several factors such
as amount of money operators pay, carbon credits accumulated by networks, and
type of green applications networks have. Generally, efficient resource utilization
comes at the cost of degraded fairness among VNs or users. Therefore, resource
allocation, scheduling and admission control mechanisms must maintain a reasonable level of fairness among the VNs. For example, these mechanisms may
first guarantee a minimum level of service (in terms of minimum data rate, minimum number of service connections and so on) to each VN, and then remaining
resources can be allocated to maximize the utilization. Since Virtualized cellular
system may consist of several VNs (probably from different service providers),
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they can claim a certain portion of physical resources based on the payment they
paid. Fairness is, therefore, critical issue to enable coexistence of multiple VNs
and is not easy to achieve in practice.

5.3.3

Achieving Carbon Efficient Green Communication by
Network Virtualization

One of the most promising potentials of NV is its ability to enable green communication in the modern wireless networks. NV can modify the resource sharing
approach and reduce the amount of BS equipment in order to decrease the required
energy to run wireless networks and carbon emission [36]. In the following, we
discuss some of the approaches tackling the carbon efficient green communication
by NV.
Energy Efficient Versus Carbon Efficient Resource Allocation
As mentioned in Section 5.2.5, energy efficiency may not exactly quantify the
carbon reduction efficiency. Therefore, carbon emission reduction should be minimized by optimizing carbon reduction efficiency metrics rather than energy efficiency metrics to achieve a carbon efficient green cellular systems. Optimizing
carbon reduction efficiency metrics such as total carbon emission per unit system
throughput, carbon emission to serve a unit coverage area and carbon emission
per served subscriber can significantly improve the green performance of the system. However, improvement of green performance may degrade the overall system throughput and other non-green performance parameters. A trade off between
green performance and system capacity is often required.
Incentive for Carbon Efficient Transmission– Carbon Credit Versus Money
Making a network carbon efficient may come at the cost of degraded system
throughput. Therefore, VN operators must need some kind of incentive for reducing the carbon emission. Providing carbon credits to VNs can motivate them
to achieve higher CRE. The carbon credit should be then sold for money to other
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VNs or for higher priority during resource and infrastructure sharing.
Carbon/Energy-Aware Handover Strategies
When there are heterogeneous VNs, all of them do not have the same CRE.
Some networks, which may have lower transmission range or coverage, are capable of providing higher data rate with less transmit power and less carbon emission. Presence of heterogeneous networks hence provide opportunity to optimize
the overall green performance of system by connecting the virtual users to most
green physical networks/units most of the time. It can be possible by developing a handover strategy based of CRE of networks. For example, when a virtual
user is under the coverage of two or more networks with different CREs, it can
be switched to the network with highest CRE if the current network is not green
enough. However, handover always incurs overhead on the network, therefore, the
handover scheme should be designed carefully. Otherwise, the overhead incurred
can degrade the system performance in terms of throughput, delay, load balancing
among networks as well as CRE.
Energy Saving Scheme for Low Traffic Scenario
In high traffic scenarios (e.g., busy hours or high traffic geographical zone), most
of the physical resources such as BSs are used to serve VNs. However, in case
of a low traffic scenario, the objective of resource allocation and scheduling can
be devised to use lowest number of physical BSs in order to save the energy.
That is, the objective should be to turn off as much BSs as possible to make the
overall network green. In the traditional cellular systems, this is not possible as
each operator has its own physical BS running all the time. Note that around
60-80% of energy consumption takes place at BS in wireless cellular systems
[100][101]. Furthermore, handover strategy can also be modified to consider the
idea of reducing number of running BSs when instantaneous total traffic from all
VNs can be served by lower number of BSs (in case of low traffic). It can be
achieved by switching the users to new BSs so that most of the BSs can be turned
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off.

5.3.4

Co-existence of Non-Cooperative VNs: Cognitive Radio
Approach

In the NV, usually VBS coordinates among VNs and provides a basis for sharing
the physical resources and infrastructure fairly and efficiently. However, such operation is based on the assumptions that all VNs cooperate with each other through
VBS. In NV, a VN is not supposed to be known to other VNs. Only VBS should
know about the existence of all VNs. However, when VNs do not coordinate to
VBS, the resource sharing must be then performed in such a way that VNs do not
disturb/interfare each other. Opportunistic resource sharing, i.e., a resource can be
accessed by a VN only when it is not being used by any other VN, can be an attractive approach. Cognitive Radio (CR) is one of the techniques that can be used
to share the physical resources and infrastructure opportunistically by multiple
networks without interfering each other. CR is a novel approach which enables a
group of secondary users (unlicensed users) to opportunistically share the spectrum which is allocated to another group of licensed users (primary users) [2][3].
However, significant amount of work is needed to incorporate CR concept in NV
due to basic differences in virtual cellular networks and CR networks. In CR networks, spectrum sensing is required, while in cellular network, VNs or VN nodes
may get the information about occupancy of physical resources by contacting the
VBS.
Opportunistic VNs
If the physical resources are more than that required by existing/registered VNs,
these resources may remain unoccupied/unused by these registered networks for a
significant amount of time. Therefore, secondary use of physical resources should
be allowed to one or more unregistered opportunistic networks or users. The opportunistic use of physical resources by other opportunistic networks (such as VN
or non-VN CR networks) can further enhance the resource utilization. Here, we
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call VNs, which are known or subscribed to VBS, as registered/primary networks,
while networks using the resources only opportunistically as opportunistic/secondary networks (SNs). Obviously, primary networks have higher priority over
secondary networks to utilize the resources.
As discussed above, CR technique can help achieving opportunistic use of
physical resources. CR VN should be able to access physical resources opportunistically without hampering the operation of other VNs or keeping the interference to primary networks below a predefined level. VBS should be able to
coordinate with SNs, and monitor and control the interference level of SNs. In
this case, the existing primary VNs do not need to know the presence of virtual
CR network. Since physical resources are owned by operator in commercial cellular networks, secondary use of resources can be motivated by charging lower
prices to SNs. The price for opportunistic use of resources can be negotiated between VBS and SN instantly based on the resource availability. Game theoretic
based approaches can be incorporated for the negotiation.

5.3.5

Use of Radio Environment Map

REM is an integrated database which stores diverse information about the surroundings of the wireless network. REM consists of multi-domain radio environment information such as geographical patterns, available networks/services,
location, radio activities, traffic pattern at a location during various time of the
day, past experience, and spectrum policies and usage pattern [103]–[105]. Moreover, these information can be updated frequently, if needed, by the users, VBS
and physical BSs.
REM can help VNs and VBS in fast adaptation to the current radio scenario by
leveraging prior knowledge of the radio environment. REM can play a vital role in
resource management and performance optimization in NV. VBS has knowledge
of service request from various VNs. This knowledge can be used with REM
information to optimize the radio resource utilization [103]. REM also helps to
discover the location of the user [104]. Knowing location of users and the traffic
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load on different VNs at that location at different times of a day, user may be
switched to a particular VN with less traffic load or higher carbon efficiency or
higher data rate to optimize various objectives. It can be considered as REM
based handover. VBS consists of several physical BSs with different radio access
techniques. REM information can be used to connect the user to the best physical
BS at a particular time and a particular location. However, to achieve all these
benefits there should be a REM information exchange mechanism in the network.
Use of REM certainly needs exchange of information between VBS, user and
VNs which incurs overhead. The message exchange, therefore, should be designed carefully to minimize such overhead. Otherwise, performance gain by the
use of REM may not be justified. One approach to reduce the overhead is to perform analysis of most of the REM data at VBS (or at data acquiring nodes) and
then exchange only useful statistics in the network. The exchange of raw REM
data over the network may consume a huge part of radio resources, particularly
when raw data set is very large [104]. Exchange of statistics only is far more
efficient than exchanging the raw data. REM server is usually implemented as
centralized architecture with less complex REM agent at the user nodes. Implementation of REM agent, which is needed to exchange the REM data to/from
VBS, may increase the node complexity of user node.

5.4

Concluding Remarks

Network Virtualization is a promising design paradigm which can reshape the
future generation wireless networks in order to achieve significant improvement
in the utilization of physical resources/infrastructure. Network Virtualization can
enable coexistence of multiple heterogeneous virtual networks to share the same
physical resource and infrastructure in the modern cellular networks. VN has
tremendous potential to increase the resource utilization, provide flexibility, explore diversity, enhance network manageability, and enable green communication
by promoting carbon emission reduction. Most researchers now realize that a redesign of future wireless (including cellular) networks is a bare necessity, not a
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luxury and network virtualization can be a leading technique to achieve it. However, successful deployment of network virtualization needs to address several
issues as mentioned in this chapter. Addressing these issues may not be easy and
needs more research work in this field.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Research
Directions
In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions and the results obtained in
this thesis. Moreover, the directions for future research are also presented.

6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have considered the design of medium access control (MAC)
protocol and resource allocation schemes for distributed cognitive radio networks
(DCRNs) with the intention of improving radio resource management and providing better control and coordination over wireless medium for secondary users
(SUs). The proposed MAC protocol and resource allocation schemes will play
a significant role in DCRNs to boost the practical implementation of distributed
ad-hoc cognitive radio (CR) networks, where the radio environment is highly dynamic.

6.1.1

Summary of Major Contributions

In particular, we have made the following major contributions in this dissertation.
First, we proposed a novel MAC design for distributed cognitive radio net124

works. The proposed OMC-MAC connects channel sensing, negotiation and data
transmission phases in an integrated way to propose a complete working MAC
framework. It incorporates efficient channel negotiation and contention free data
transmission to efficiently utilize spare bandwidth from PU networks. The simulation results further revealed that the proposed MAC performs better than existing protocols in providing higher throughput and keeping the collision with PU
lower in case of erroneous channel sensing. It ensures no collision among SUs
during data transmission phase, which helps to utilize the opportunistically available spectrum efficiently. It also avoids multi-channel hidden terminal problem
without increasing SU node complexity by implementing a smart control message exchange mechanism. Moreover, common control channel is always known
and available to SUs in proposed OMC-MAC which provides a reliable medium
for initial message exchange among SUs. Therefore, the network initialization,
reconfiguration and coordination is easier and reliable even in presence of heterogeneous spectrum availability. The work has been published in [53].
We also explored MAC design issues for DCRNs and surveyed state-of-theart research efforts to address these issues. Although DCRNs have some similarities with the existing multi-channel distributed wireless networks, research has
shown that the MAC protocols proposed for these networks cannot be used for
DCRNs without modifications. The most critical issues for such MAC designs
are minimizing the effect of sensing error, avoiding MHTP, keeping interference
to the PUs as minimum as possible, assuring good network coordination with
heterogeneous spectrum availability and maximizing the utilization of the spare
bandwidth available from the PU network. We surveyed selected state-of-the-art
DCRN MAC protocols, analyzed their comparative benefits and limitations, and
discussed how effectively these MACs can address the critical design issues that
we outlined. This survey can provide a framework for future research in this area.
The work has been published in [40].
Second, we devised a QoS mechanism in proposed OMC-MAC protocol for
distributed CR networks in order to provide a QoS assurance to the prioritized
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SUs such as SU with delay sensitive applications in a highly dynamic CR environment. The incorporated QoS mechanism in OMC-MAC ensures priority of delay
sensitive applications over general users. We analyzed the proposed scheme and
showed that it efficiently fulfils the QoS requirements of delay sensitive applications by significantly reducing their channel access delay. We proposed a method
to calculate the maximum number of prioritized applications in the system based
on their QoS requirements which can serve as a basis to develop admission control
modules in DCRN. The work has been published in [63].
Third, we proposed a hop-count based resource allocation scheme to minimize
the network-wide resource wastage in a multi-hop distributed cognitive radio network (MHDCRN). A cross-layer approach was considered in which link layer resource allocator obtained the hop-count information from network layer module.
Distributed implementation of proposed scheme is possible because each node
can access hop-count information from the higher layer. The formulated power
allocation problem favors the data packets which have already used higher amount
of resources in previous hops in order to decrease overall wastage of network resources. We considered the number of hops traveled by a packet as a basis to
estimate the amount of network resource already invested on the packet. A design
parameter was also introduced which decides the priority level for packets with
higher hop-counts. Simulation results showed that proposed scheme reduces resource wastage and QoS outage in the MHDCRN without any decrease in system
throughput. The work has been published in [80].
We also extended hop-count based resource allocation scheme to minimize the
network-wide resource wastage in a multi-hop OFDMA (MHOFDMA) networks.
In multi-hop OFDMA networks, the proposed scheme jointly allocates subcarrier
and power providing higher priority to packets with higher hop-counts. We first
modeled the resource allocation criteria as a mixed integer non-linear optimization
problem, and then proposed a low complexity algorithm to allocate the subcarriers and power suboptimally. In the suboptimal formulation, we relaxed the integer
constraint in order to obtain a convex optimization problem and solved it analyt-
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ically using Lagrangian dual. The simulation results showed that the proposed
scheme is very effective in minimizing the resource wastage without affecting the
one-hop useful throughput and without notable degradation in system outage in
the MHOFDMA network. The work has been published in [93].
Fourth, we explored network virtualization (NV) concept as a potential technique to redesign the future generation wireless networks such as cellular networks in order to enhance utilization of physical resources/infrastructure. NV can
enable co-existence of several heterogeneous virtual networks to share same physical resources and infrastructures in modern cellular networks. We first presented
a survey of state-of-the-art research in the field of Network virtualization of cellular systems. We then pointed out promising benefits and potential capabilities
of NV concept in the context of cellular systems. NV has tremendous potential
to increase the resource utilization, provide resource scheduling flexibility, explore diversity, enhance network manageability, and enable green communication
by promoting carbon emission reduction. We also explored research challenges
and implementation issues for successful realization of virtualizing radio access
of cellular systems. Note that although virtualization of server, node and wired
link has been explored in the literature, virtualization of radio access is a relatively new research area. We also investigated the solution approaches to address
major research and implementation issues identified in this thesis. Furthermore,
we discussed the potential of CR technique to enhance NV.

6.1.2

Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we proposed an opportunistic multi-channel MAC protocol (OMCMAC) which efficiently integrates channel sensing, channel negotiation and data
transmission phases to provide a complete MAC framework for distributed CR
networks. The proposed OMC-MAC outperforms existing MAC proposals considered in this thesis by utilizing opportunistically available spectrum more efficiently and reducing effect of sensing error on PUs during SU’s data transmission
phase. It handles multi-channel hidden terminal problem effectively and also en127

sures no collision among SUs during SU’s data transmission phase. We then introduced a QoS module in the proposed OMC-MAC. The QoS module significantly
reduces the channel access delay of prioritized (i.e., delay sensitive) applications
in a highly dynamic CR environment. The maximum number of prioritized applications that can be accommodated in the system was explored for given QoS
requirements of these applications, which can serve as a basis to develop admission control module in DCRNs.
We also proposed a hop-count based resource allocation scheme to minimize
the network-wide resource wastage in multi-hop distributed cognitive radio networks by formulating power allocation problem which favors the data packets
which have already used higher amount of resources in previous hops. It has
been found that incorporating hop-count information in the resource allocation
formulation reduces resource wastage and QoS outage in the multi-hop DCRNs
without any decrease in system throughput. We explored similar resource allocation scheme in multi-hop OFDMA networks by proposing a scheme which jointly
allocates subcarrier and power providing higher priority to packets with higher
hop-counts. The simulation results showed that the proposed scheme is very effective in minimizing the resource wastage in the multi-hop OFDMA networks as
well. Therefore, a link layer resource allocator at a node should consider previous resource usage by packets to maximize network-wide resource utilization in
multi-hop DCRNs and OFDMA networks. The proposed MAC framework and
resource allocation schemes can play significant roles to accelerate the practical
implementation of distributed ad-hoc cognitive radio networks.

6.2

Suggested Future Research Directions

The research work conducted in this thesis has given rise to several interesting
challenges and research problems. Our current works are addressing various of
these problems. In the following, we discuss some of the research issues which
can be investigated as potential future work:
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• Adaptation of Partial Channel Sensing to Increase Data Transmission Period. In Chapter 2, we assumed that all channels are scanned during the
sensing phase. Sensing is a required part of cognitive MAC protocol design to identify data channels unoccupied by the PUs. Sensing ensures no
or minimal collision with PUs. It may not be possible to scan all the available data channels in a given sensing period due to hardware limitations of
SUs. Sensing a channel takes certain amount of time, and hence very long
sensing period may require to sense all channels. Longer sensing time decreases the data transmission duration and hence the system capacity. On
the other hand, sensing only a portion of total PU channels may decrease the
probability of finding a common available channel between transmitter and
intended receiver. Partial channel sensing therefore needs to be designed
carefully. For example, SUs can keep track of previous channel sensing results and try to scan those channels which were available most of the time
based on transmission history. Similarly, SUs can scan the channels which
are likely to be available to themselves as well as to their neighbors with
higher probability. Performance of OMC-MAC can be further improved by
partial channel sensing strategy and is a topic for future work.
• Integrating Channel Assignment Strategies in OMC-MAC. As discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3, multiple data channels can be common between transmitter and intended receiver during channel negotiation. In case of multiple
common data channels available between a Tx–Rx pair, we assumed that
the Rx chooses one of these common channels randomly during negotiation.
However, OMC-MAC can incorporate better channel selection strategies as
well. For example, a Tx–Rx pair could choose the best available common
channel. Channel assignment can be performed in CR networks in order to
optimize performance parameters like throughput and fairness. Also, allocation of better channels to delay sensitive applications can help assuring
faster transmission of these applications. As a result, it may help to provide
better QoS assurance to such applications. Our protocol can also benefit
129

from better channel selection strategies compared to the random channel
selection scheme assumed in this thesis. Various channel assignment strategies can be integrated in the proposed OMC-MAC to investigate the fullfledged benefits of the proposed protocol, which is an interesting area to
explore.
• Estimation of Resource Consumed in Previous Hops. In our accomplished
work in Chapter 4, we assumed that resources consumed by a packet is
proportional to the number of hops it has travelled (i.e., hop-count). However, actual values of resources allocated to the packets at previous hops
may be quite different based on various factors such as instantaneous link
conditions. More realistic estimation of resources consumed by a packet
in previous hops can further enhanced the performance of hop-count based
power allocation schemes proposed in this thesis and is an interesting topic
for future research.
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Table A.1: Summary of major notations used in Chapter 3
Symbol

Description

D̂

Maximum acceptable channel access delay for a prioritized data packet

N̄

Average number of channels reserved

Nch

Total number of PU data channels

N f /N f p /N f g

Number of total/prioritized/non-prioritized (general) users

N̄ p /N̄g

Average number of channel reservations during Tconp and Tcong

Nsucc

Maximum number of successful message exchanges per BI

P

Average channel availability probability for channels

P0

Probability of being at stage 0 of Markov chain

Pa /Pna

Probability of getting/not getting Channel access per BI in no QoS case

Pap /Pag

Probability of getting Channel access per BI for prioritized/general users

Pc

Collision probability of SUs with PU

Pe

Average sensing error (miss detection) probability

Pnap /Pnag

Probability of not getting Channel access per BI for prioritized/general users

Psat /Pus

probability of a prioritized user being QoS satisfied/unsatisfied

Pt

Control message transmission probability by an SU in a randomly chosen slot

S̄

Average normalized saturation throughput of the system

S̄im

Improved average normalized saturation throughput of the system

TBI

Length of beacon period

Tcon

Length of contention phase

Tconp /Tcong

Length of prioritized/non-prioritized contention phase

TDT

Length of data transmission phase

Tsensing

Length of sensing phase

Tsi

Average time taken to reserve a single channel during contention phase

Tsip

Average channel reservation time during Tconp by prioritized users

⌊x⌋

Integer part of x

x̂/x̄/x̌

Maximum (upper bound)/average/minimum (lower bound) value of a variable x
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Appendix B
Solution of P4 When XN ,K is
Known
When utility function U(·) of problem P4 is defined as U1 (PN ,K ) in (4.18) with
given XN ,K , the lagrangian of problem P4 can be given as [64]
(
)
(
)
L (PN ,K , ν , µ N ,K ) = −U1 PN ,K + ν 1T PN ,K 1 − Pt
)
(
− tr PN ,K µ TN ,K ,

(B.1)
(B.2)

where ν and µn,k ∈ µ N ,K , ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K are known as Lagrange multipliers.
˜ the KKT
Representing the value of a variable at optimal solution point by (·),
conditions are given by
1T P̃N ,K 1 ≤ Pt ,
P̃N ,K ≽ 0,

(B.3)

ν̃ ≥ 0,
µ N ,K ≽ 0,
µ̃
)
ν̃ 1T P̃N ,K 1 − Pt = 0,
(

µ̃n,k P̃n,k = 0,
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∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K ,

(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)

−

∂ U1
∂ Pn,k

+ ν̃ − µ̃n,k = 0,

∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K .

(B.7)

Pn,k =P̃n,k

After some simplification, (B.7) can be re-written as

ν̃ = µ̃n,k +

βk αn,k xn,k
,
1 + βk αn,k xn,k P̃n,k

∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K ,

(B.8)

and using (B.4), this can further be reduced to

ν̃ ≥

βk αn,k xn,k
,
1 + βk αn,k xn,k P̃n,k

∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K .

(B.9)

In practical communication systems, βk > 0 and αn,k and xn,k cannot be zero,
∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K . Therefore, ν̃ > 0, and using (B.5),
1T P̃N ,K 1 = Pt ,

(B.10)

i.e., constraint (4.17) becomes tight at the optimal point.
Let us first consider the case when ν̃ < βk αn,k xn,k . In this case, inequality
(B.9) holds only when P̃n,k > 0. Therefore, from (B.6), µ̃n,k = 0. Using this on
(B.8), we can write
P̃n,k =

1
1
−
,
ν̃ βk αn,k xn,k

∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K .

(B.11)

Note that value of P̃n,k obtained from (B.11) is always nonnegative satisfying
(B.3). Now, consider the case when ν̃ > βk αn,k xn,k . Under this condition, from
(B.8), µ̃n,k > 0. From (B.6), this means P̃n,k = 0 for this condition. Similarly,
when ν̃ = βk αn,k xn,k , we get µ̃n,k = 0 and P̃n,k = 0 from (B.8).
Combining these results, we obtain


P̃n,k =

1
ν̃

 0

−β

1

k αn,k xn,k

if ν̃ < βk αn,k xn,k
otherwise,
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which can be re-written as (4.19). Finally, as the calculated values of P̃n,k depend
on ν̃ , which is chosen such that (B.10) is satisfied.
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